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3.

Form ADV, Part 2A, our “Disclosure Brochure” or “Brochure” as
required by the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 is a very
important document between Clients (you, your) and BB&T
Securities, LLC (we, us, our, the “Firm”).

There were no material changes to our Form ADV Part 2A
Firm Brochure or Appendix 1 Wrap Fee Programs Brochure
with this filing.

4.

We may, at any time, update this Brochure, which you can
download from the above SEC Website. You may contact
Kenneth Manning in the Financial Products and Services
department at (804) 787-8211, regarding any questions you
have about the Brochure or its contents.

This Brochure provides information about the qualifications
and business practices of the Firm.
If you have any
questions about the contents of this Brochure, please contact
us at (804) 787-8211. The information in this Brochure has
not been approved or verified by the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) or by any State Securities
Authority.
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Additional information about the Firm is also available at the
SEC’s investment advisers public disclosure website
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov (click on
the link,
select
“investment adviser firm” and type in our Firm name).
Results will provide you both Part 1 and 2 of our Form ADV.
We are a registered investment adviser with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Our registration as an Investment Adviser
does not imply a certain level of skill or training. The oral and
written communications we provide to you, including this Brochure,
are information you can use to evaluate us. These
communications are factors you can use in your decision to hire us
or to continue to maintain a mutually beneficial relationship with
us.

Item 2 – Material Changes
1.

2.

We discuss below only material changes which we believe are
important in terms of disclosure since the Firm’s last filing of
our Form ADV Part 2A Brochure and Appendix 1 Wrap Fee
Programs Brochure on January 5, 2017, which was filed on
the SEC’s Investment Advisers Public Disclosure Website
(IAPD), www.adviser.info.sec.gov.
This is our annual amendment update which we have filed on
the SEC’s Investment Advisers Public Discourse Website
(IAPD). www/adviser.info.sec.gov.
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Item 4A – Description of Firm
On January 1, 2013, pursuant to an internal corporate merger
between two wholly owned subsidiaries of BB&T Corporation, Scott
& Stringfellow, LLC, a registered broker/dealer (CRD# 6255) and
an SEC registered Investment Adviser firm (IA# 801-40380)
merged into Clearview Correspondent Services, LLC a registered
broker/dealer (CRD# 142785) and an SEC registered Investment
Adviser firm (IA# 801-77145).
Effective upon the merger,
Clearview changed its name to BB&T Securities, LLC, and began
conducting business as BB&T Scott & Stringfellow and BB&T
Capital Markets, Divisions of BB&T Securities, LLC.
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The Firm is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (www.finra.org), and the Securities Investors Protection
Corporation (“SIPC”).
The Firm, a wholly-owned subsidiary of BB&T Corporation (NYSE:
BBT), has more than 60 offices throughout the country, has more
than 900 total employees, has over 600 registered representatives,
including approximately 320 financial advisors. The Firm conducts
its advisory business through three divisions, BB&T Scott &
Stringfellow, BB&T Capital Markets, and Sterling Advisors.
Tracing its roots back to the founding of Scott & Stringfellow in
1893 by Frederic William Scott & Charles S. Stringfellow, Jr., the
Firm operates as a full-service regional brokerage, investment
banking and investment advisory firm serving individual,
institutional, corporate, and municipal clients.
BB&T Scott & Stringfellow, a division of BB&T Securities, LLC, has
a longstanding commitment to developing lasting client
relationships based on mutual trust and respect. For well over a
century, our focus has been on providing comprehensive financial
guidance and wealth planning to our clients. Our values are
service of the highest quality, the development of a personal
relationship with our clients, quality investment advice, and a team
of professionals upholding the highest standards of integrity.
BB&T Capital Markets, a division of BB&T Securities, LLC, is a
leading source of capital market solutions and services for selected
corporate, government, and institutional relationships. The Capital
Markets division allows us to offer our retail client base equity and
fixed income research, new issue equity and debt products
originated by its investment bankers, and secondary liquidity
through its equity and fixed income trading desks.
Sterling Advisors, a division of BB&T Securities, LLC, provides
advisory services on a discretionary basis
to individuals,
foundations, endowments, public funds, retirement funds,
corporations, banks and trusts. Sterling Advisors also serves as a
sub-advisor for a small number of accounts.
BB&T Investment Services, Inc., Sterling Capital Management LLC
and BB&T Institutional Investment Advisers, Inc. are affiliated
advisers of the Firm.
The assets under management for the Firm totaled approximately
$13.3 billion as of December 31, 2016.

Item 4B ‐ Description of Advisory Services
1.

Spectrum Investment Program
The Firm assists certain clients in the selection of
independent investment advisers to professionally
manage client assets. In this investment advisory capacity,
the Firm does not provide investment advice regarding
securities in the construction of an investment portfolio.
The Spectrum Investment Program is offered as a wrapfee program.

2.

CHOICE Portfolios
A.

CHOICE Wrap Portfolios

CHOICE Portfolios ("CHOICE") provides investment
advisory services to client accounts on a discretionary
basis using one or more of six portfolios created and
Rev 03/24/2017
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managed by Sterling Capital Management
(“Sterling”), a subsidiary of BB&T Corporation.

LLC,

Due to rules and requirements specific to qualified
accounts, it is important to note that not all programs and
/or models may be available to these accounts. Consult
your Financial Advisor for further details.
The Firm will assess the Client’s suitability to invest in one
or more of the portfolios created and managed by Sterling,
and to assist the client with allocation of the Client’s
account between one or more of the Sterling portfolios. On
an ongoing basis, the Firm will monitor the Client’s
allocation between the Sterling portfolios to ensure that
the allocations remain consistent with the Client’s stated
investment objectives.
In addition, the Firm will
periodically review Sterling’s portfolios to ensure that the
investments made in the portfolios are consistent with the
descriptions of the portfolio strategies that were provided
to Clients.
The Firm will not engage in discretionary trading in the
Client’s account because these services will be provided
by Sterling. The Firm will initiate the steps necessary,
including the receipt of investment funds, to open Client’s
account, and will be available on an ongoing basis to
receive deposit and withdrawal instructions, and to convey
any changes in the Client’s financial circumstances or
investment objectives to Sterling.
The Firm does not assume responsibility for Sterling’s
investment decisions or performance or compliance with
applicable laws or regulations or any other matters within
that Sterling’s control. The Firm’s relationship with Sterling
is governed by a separate agreement between the Firm
and Sterling.
The six portfolios that Sterling manages are the: Equity
Income Portfolio, Leaders Portfolio, Special Opportunities
Portfolio, SMID Portfolio, Insight Portfolio and/or
Enhanced Equity Portfolio. The Equity Income Portfolio is
primarily a larger-cap portfolio focused on increasing
dividend payouts; the Special Opportunities Portfolio is
multi-cap, multi-style focused on stock selection; the
Enhanced Equity Portfolio is a portfolio that manages risk
through the use of covered call writing; the SMID Portfolio
concentrates on small- and mid-cap stocks; the Insight
Portfolio focuses on corporate insiders’ stock purchasing
activity or existing ownership based on SEC filings; and
the Leaders Portfolio primarily consists of larger cap
equities that are seen as industry leaders.
Sterling will buy, sell or otherwise trade securities or other
investments in Client’s account in accordance with their
investment style/discipline and subject to the Client’s
reasonable restrictions
without discussing these
transactions with the Client in advance. The Client also
authorizes the Firm and Sterling to take any other
necessary action in connection with the opening and
maintenance of their account, the completion and payment
of transactions in the account and the fulfillment of all
other obligations hereunder. This authorization shall inure
to the benefit of any designee or successor corporation of
the Firm and Sterling, respectively, and shall be binding
upon the Client’s heirs, executors, successors and
assignees.

The Firm’s and Sterling’s understanding of the Client’s
current investment objectives and investment restrictions
is based upon the information provided by the Client to the
Firm. The Firm and Sterling, respectively, have relied and
will continue to rely on the information provided. This
information is important for the management of the
account.
Additionally, Client must notify the Firm if Client’s financial
circumstances or investment objectives (including but not
limited to the investment objectives for this account)
change. Also, Client must provide the Firm and Sterling
such additional information as the Firm or Sterling may
request from time to time to assist Sterling with managing
the Client’s account.
Clients may impose reasonable restrictions on the
management of their account, including the designation of
particular securities or types of securities that should not
be purchased for the account, or that should be sold if
held in the account. The Firm will forward these
instructions to Sterling. If the Firm believes the instructions
are unreasonable or if the Firm believes that the
instructions are inappropriate, the Firm will notify the client
that unless the instructions are modified they may be
required to cancel the account.
This Program is offered as a wrap fee program.
3.

Unified Managed Account Program (“UMAP”)
UMAP is a discretionary account which incorporates
various investment products including: manager model
portfolios, separate account managers, mutual funds and
ETFs. In UMAP clients retain the ability to select one or
more manager models (“Models”), and/or separate
account managers (the “Manager”) who will manage
client’s discretionary account. Where Models, mutual
funds, and/or ETFs have been selected, the Firm will
maintain trading authority and discretion. Where Managers
have been selected, the Manager will maintain trading
authority and discretion.
The Firm’s understanding and the Manager’s
understanding of the Client’s current investment objectives
and investment restrictions is based upon the information
provided by the Client to the Firm. The Firm and the
Manager, respectively, have relied and will continue to rely
on the information provided. This information is important
for the management of the Account.
Additionally, Client must promptly notify the Firm if Client’s
financial circumstances or investment objectives (including
but not limited to the investment objective for the Account)
change. Also, Client must provide the Firm such additional
information as the Firm may request from time to time to
assist the Firm in managing the Account.
The Firm offers Financial Advisor discretionary services to
manage the Client’s asset allocation, investment products,
Model and Manager selection within UMAP. The Client
may elect to delegate discretion to a Firm Financial
Advisor. Where this has been selected, the Client’s Firm
Financial Advisor will have discretion over the asset
allocation, Models, Managers, mutual funds, ETFs and
other investment products that make up the Account. The
Firm’s Financial Advisors that participate in this Program
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must meet certain qualifications and not all Firm Financial
Advisors qualify. In the event that a Financial Advisor is
removed from the Program, or leaves the Firm, the Client
account will be re-assigned to another Financial Advisor in
the Program.
Clients have the ability to impose reasonable restrictions
on the management of the Account, including the
designation of particular securities or types of securities
that should not be purchased for the Account, or that
should be sold if held in the Account. The Firm will forward
these instructions to the client’s Manager. If the Firm or
the client’s Manager believes the instructions are
unreasonable or if the Firm or the client’s Manager
believes that the instructions are inappropriate, the Firm
will notify the client that unless the instructions are
modified the client may be required to select an alternate
Manager or cancel the Account.
A.

Manager Models
In UMAP, client retains the ability to select one or
more manager models (“Models”), mutual funds
and/or ETFs for the purposes of selecting and
customizing a blended portfolio. The Firm has
retained investment portfolios provided by approved
registered investment advisors (“Alpha Providers”)
who make recommendations for purchases and sales
of securities based upon specific investment
objectives and guidelines. Client must designate the
Model(s)
it
selects
to
provide
investment
recommendations to the Firm with respect to the
Account, and a separate (“Subaccount”) will be
established for the assets allocated to each Model
selected by the Client in the Program. The Firm, and
not the Alpha Provider, will construct and manage the
Account and Subaccounts under the Program. The
Alpha Provider’s responsibilities are limited as set
forth in the terms and conditions of the Alpha Provider
and FDX Advisors Inc. Agreement. The Firm has
retained FDX Advisors Inc. to provide certain services
which enable the Firm to offer the Program.
The Firm will manage the Account and the Client has
no contractual relationship with any Alpha Provider.
The Firm will seek to manage the Account and
Subaccount in a manner consistent with the
recommendations provided by the Alpha Provider, but
the Firm may deviate, in its discretion, from such
recommendations. As a result of the Firm’s overlay
management
process,
the
Account
and/or
Subaccount may vary from the model portfolio.
Because information regarding the composition of the
investment recommendations and any updates
thereto may be communicated to the Firm on a
delayed basis, Alpha Providers may have taken
action or advised other Clients, its affiliates and their
respective partners, directors, officers and employees
with respect to changes in the investment
recommendations before making recommendations or
communicating this information to the Firm. As a
result, Alpha Providers and/or their related persons
likely will have already commenced trading for its or
their other Clients before the Firm has received or had
the opportunity to evaluate or act on the Alpha
Provider’s recommendations. In this circumstance,
trades ultimately placed by the Firm for Clients may

receive prices that are more or less favorable than the
prices obtained by the Alpha Providers or their related
persons for their Accounts.

has been selected by Client, each Manager must first
agree to accept the management of the Account
subject to any restrictions requested by Client.

The Firm reserves the right to terminate an Alpha
Provider from this Program at any time and for any
reason. In addition, each Alpha Provider may resign
from participation in this Program. The Firm may
retain and terminate any Alpha Provider with respect
to any Account in this Program. Upon the termination
or resignation of an Alpha Provider, the Firm will notify
the affected Client of such event and Client will be
responsible for promptly selecting a new Alpha
Provider, mutual fund or ETF as a replacement in the
respective Account. Any failure to timely complete
and return the new Appendix A of the UMAP
Agreement may result in the Account being reassigned to a new Model selected by the Firm or may
result in the Account’s termination from the Program
in the event that a suitable alternative Model is not
available. Should the Firm re-assign the Account to a
new Model, the Firm will provide written notice to the
Client.

The Firm does not assume responsibility for any
Manager’s investment decisions or performance or
compliance with applicable laws or regulations or any
other matters within that Manager’s control. The
Firm’s relationship with the client’s Manager is
governed by a separate agreement between the Firm
and the Manager.
The Firm reserves the right to terminate a Manager
from UMAP at any time and for any reason. In
addition, each Manager may resign from participation
in UMAP. The Firm may retain and terminate any
Manager with respect to any Account in UMAP. Upon
the termination or resignation of a Manager, the Firm
will notify the affected Client of such event and Client
will be responsible for promptly selecting a new
Manager to manage the Account. Any failure to
timely complete and return the new Appendix A of the
UMAP Agreement may result in the account being reassigned to a new Manager selected by the Firm or
may result in the Account’s termination from UMAP in
the event that a suitable alternative manager is not
available. Should the Firm re-assign the Account to a
new Manager the Firm will provide written notice to
the Client.

By executing the UMAP Agreement, Client consents
to the investment by the Firm of all or part of the
Client’s taxable Account in mutual funds or models
advised by Sterling Capital Management LLC, an
affiliate of the Firm. Such consent may be revoked by
Client at any time. To be effective, any such
revocation must be delivered to the Firm in writing.
Client’s account will only be invested in mutual funds
advised by Sterling Capital Management LLC, if and
to the extent such mutual funds satisfy the criteria for
inclusion in the model portfolio designated by Client.
Sterling Capital Management LLC receives a fee from
these funds for the advisory services it provides that
is separate from the fee paid by the Client to the Firm
under this account.
B.

In sum, the Manager will buy, sell or otherwise trade
securities or other investments in the Account in
accordance
with
the
Manager’s
investment
style/discipline and subject to the Client’s reasonable
restrictions without discussing these transactions with
the Client in advance. The Client also authorizes the
Firm and Manager to take any other necessary action
in connection with the opening and maintenance of
the Account, the completion and payment of
transactions in the Account and the fulfillment of all
other obligations hereunder. This authorization shall
inure to the benefit of any designee or successor
corporation of the Firm and the Manager,
respectively, and shall be binding upon the Client’s
heirs, executors, successors and assignees.

Separate Account Managers
In UMAP, clients retain the ability to select one or
more separate account managers (the “Manager”)
who will manage the client’s discretionary Account.
The Firm will, among other things, provide clients with
certain services as a broker/dealer and investment
advisor as described below. In the instance where the
Client has chosen a Separate Account Manager, the
Firm will not manage the client’s Account or provide
discretionary trading in the client’s Account because
these services will be provided by the client’s
Manager. The Firm will initiate the steps necessary,
including the receipt of investment funds, to open an
Account and will be available to clients on an ongoing
basis to receive deposit and withdrawal instructions,
and to convey any changes in financial circumstances
or investment objectives to the client’s Manager.
The decision to retain any particular Manager rests
with the Client. The Firm will assist the Client in
establishing appropriate investment objectives and
will recommend and engage one or more Managers
to provide continuous discretionary investment
management to the Client. Client will have no
obligation to select or to use any Manager
recommended by the Firm, however, once a Manager
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4.

Unified Managed Account Program Select (“UMAP
Select”)
UMAP Select is a non-discretionary account which
incorporates various investment products including:
manager model portfolios, separate account managers,
mutual funds and ETFs. In UMAP Select clients retain the
ability to select one or more manager models (“Models”),
and/or separate account managers (the “Manager”), and
the allocation of assets between the selected
models/managers, who will manage client’s account with
discretion to carry out trading activities. Where Models,
mutual funds, and/or ETFs have been selected, the Firm
will trade the portfolio as recommended by the model
managers within its internal procedure guidelines. Where
Managers have been selected, the Manager will maintain
trading authority and discretion. In all cases, client
maintains discretion over allocation changes and any
model, manager, mutual fund or ETF changes.

The Firm’s understanding and the Manager’s
understanding of the Client’s current investment objectives
and investment restrictions is based upon the information
provided by the Client to the Firm. The Firm and the
Manager, respectively, have relied and will continue to rely
on the information provided. This information is important
for the management of the Account.

commenced trading for its or their other Clients before
the Firm has received or had the opportunity to
evaluate or act on the Alpha Provider’s
recommendations. In this circumstance, trades
ultimately placed by the Firm for Clients may receive
prices that are more or less favorable than the prices
obtained by the Alpha Providers or their related
persons for their Accounts.

Additionally, Client must promptly notify the Firm if Client’s
financial circumstances or investment objectives (including
but not limited to the investment objective for the Account)
change. Also, Client must provide the Firm such additional
information as the Firm may request from time to time to
assist the Firm in managing the Account.

The Firm reserves the right to terminate an Alpha
Provider from this Program at any time and for any
reason. In addition, each Alpha Provider may resign
from participation in this Program. The Firm may
retain and terminate any Alpha Provider with respect
to any Account in this Program. Upon the termination
or resignation of an Alpha Provider, the Firm will notify
the affected Client of such event and Client will be
responsible for promptly selecting a new Alpha
Provider, mutual fund or ETF in writing as a
replacement in the respective Account. Any failure to
timely complete and return the new Appendix A of the
UMAP Select Agreement may result in the Account
being terminated from the Program.

Clients have the ability to impose reasonable restrictions
on the management of the Account, including the
designation of particular securities or types of securities
that should not be purchased for the Account, or that
should be sold if held in the Account. The Firm will forward
these instructions to the client’s Manager. If the Firm or
the client’s Manager believes the instructions are
unreasonable or if the Firm or the client’s Manager
believes that the instructions are inappropriate, the Firm
will notify the client that unless the instructions are
modified the client may be required to select an alternate
Manager or cancel the Account.
A.

By executing the UMAP Select Agreement, Client
consents to the investment by the Firm, on the clients
behalf, of all or part of the Client’s Account in models
advised by Sterling Capital Management LLC, an
affiliate of the Firm. Such consent may be revoked by
Client at any time. To be effective, any such
revocation must be delivered to the Firm in writing.
Client’s account will only be invested in models
advised by Sterling Capital Management LLC, if and
to the extent such models satisfy the criteria for
inclusion in the portfolio designated by Client. Sterling
Capital Management LLC receives a fee from these
models for the advisory services it provides that is
separate from the fee paid by the Client to the Firm
under this account.

Manager Models
In UMAP Select, client maintains discretion over the
selection of one or more manager models (“Models”),
mutual funds and/or ETFs for the purposes of
selecting and customizing a blended portfolio. The
Firm has retained investment portfolios provided by
approved registered investment advisors (“Alpha
Providers”) who make recommendations for
purchases and sales of securities based upon specific
investment objectives and guidelines. Client must
designate the Model(s) it selects to provide
investment recommendations to the Firm with respect
to the Account, and a separate (“Subaccount”) will
be established for the assets allocated to each Model
selected by the Client in the Program. The Firm, and
not the Alpha Provider, will construct and manage the
Account and Subaccounts under the Program. The
Alpha Provider’s responsibilities are limited as set
forth in the terms and conditions of the Alpha Provider
and FDX Advisors Inc. Agreement. The Firm has
retained FDX Advisors Inc. to provide certain services
which enable the Firm to offer the Program.
The Firm will manage the Account and the Client has
no contractual relationship with any Alpha Provider.
As a result of the Firm’s overlay management
process, the Account and/or Subaccount may vary
from the model portfolio.
Because information
regarding the composition of the investment
recommendations and any updates thereto may be
communicated to the Firm on a delayed basis, Alpha
Providers may have taken action or advised other
Clients, its affiliates and their respective partners,
directors, officers and employees with respect to
changes in the investment recommendations before
making recommendations or communicating this
information to the Firm. As a result, Alpha Providers
and/or their related persons likely will have already
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B.

Separate Account Managers
In UMAP Select, client maintains discretion over the
selection of separate account managers (the
“Manager”) who will manage the client’s Account. The
Firm will, among other things, provide clients with
certain services as a broker/dealer and investment
advisor as described below. In the instance where the
Client has chosen a Separate Account Manager, the
Firm will not manage the client’s Account or provide
discretionary trading in the client’s Account because
these services will be provided by the client’s
Manager. The Firm will initiate the steps necessary,
including the receipt of investment funds, to open an
Account and will be available to clients on an ongoing
basis to receive deposit and withdrawal instructions,
and to convey any changes in financial circumstances
or investment objectives to the client’s Manager.
The decision to retain any particular Manager rests
with the Client. The Firm will assist the Client in
establishing appropriate investment objectives and
will recommend and engage Manager to provide
continuous discretionary investment management to
the Client. Client will have no obligation to select or to
use any Manager recommended by the Firm,
however, once a Manager has been selected by

Client, each Manager must first agree to accept the
management of the Account subject to any
restrictions requested by Client.
The Firm does not assume responsibility for any
Manager’s investment decisions or performance or
compliance with applicable laws or regulations or any
other matters within that Manager’s control. The
Firm’s relationship with the client’s Manager is
governed by a separate agreement between the Firm
and the Manager.
The Firm reserves the right to terminate a Manager
from UMAP Select at any time and for any reason. In
addition, each Manager may resign from participation
in UMAP Select. The Firm may retain and terminate
any Manager with respect to any Account in UMAP
Select. Upon the termination or resignation of a
Manager, the Firm will notify the affected Client of
such event and Client will be responsible for promptly
selecting a new Manager to manage the Account.
Any failure to timely complete and return the new
Appendix A of the UMAP Select Agreement may
result in the account being terminated from UMAP
Select.
In sum, the Manager will buy, sell or otherwise trade
securities or other investments in the Account in
accordance
with
the
Manager’s
investment
style/discipline and subject to the Client’s reasonable
restrictions without discussing these transactions with
the Client in advance. The Client also authorizes the
Firm and Manager to take any other necessary action
in connection with the opening and maintenance of
the Account, the completion and payment of
transactions in the Account and the fulfillment of all
other obligations hereunder. This authorization shall
inure to the benefit of any designee or successor
corporation of the Firm and the Manager,
respectively, and shall be binding upon the Client’s
heirs, executors, successors and assignees.

5.

Professional Management Program (“PMP”)
Through the Professional Management Program (“PMP”),
certain selected, qualifying Financial Advisors provide
investment advisory and brokerage services to client
accounts on a discretionary basis. PMP Financial Advisors
develop disciplined portfolios based on certain established
PMP guidelines, the client’s investment objectives, and
individual client needs as established in investment
portfolio and strategy criteria. Each PMP client must
provide information to the Firm about the client’s attitude
toward risk and reward, the client’s current financial
situation and any specific constraints that might affect
investment decisions for the client. PMP is offered as a
wrap-fee program.

6.

S&S Advisor
The S&S Advisor account program is a non-discretionary
advisory program. The S&S Advisor account program is a
fee-based account program where for a single assetbased fee clients receive advisory services as well as
traditional brokerage services. The traditional brokerage
services include, but are not limited to, trading, custody,
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and research. Advisory services may include: client
education, investment planning, asset allocation, portfolio
review, portfolio rebalancing, manager/stock research and
monitoring, portfolio construction, risk tolerance analysis,
and setting investment objectives.
The Client shall provide the Firm in writing with any
investment objectives, restrictions and instructions
(“Investment Guidelines”) applicable to the Client's S&S
Advisor account ("Account"). Any changes to the
Investment Guidelines will become effective as soon as
practicable following their delivery in writing to, and their
acceptance by, the Firm. The Firm, its employees, agents
and affiliates shall not be liable to the Client or any other
person for any investment made in violation of any
investment objective, restriction or instruction of which the
Client did not notify the Firm in writing.
The Client may choose to develop an investment strategy
in either of the following ways:
a.

The Client provides the Firm
predetermined investment strategy; or

with

a

b.

The Client, in consultation with a Financial
Advisor, determines an appropriate investment
strategy designed to reflect the Client's
investment needs and objectives identified in the
consultation process (and any additional written
guidelines the Client establishes).

c.

The Client has sole discretion whether to accept
or reject a strategy or any specific
recommendation to purchase or redeem
securities. The Firm shall have no discretionary
authority with respect to the Account and shall
execute only transactions directed by the Client.
Margin is generally not permitted in S&S Advisor
accounts. Further, in no event will the Firm be
obligated to effect any transaction for the Account
which it believes would be in violation of any
applicable federal or state law, rule or regulation,
or of the rules or regulations of any regulatory or
self-regulatory body.

A Financial Advisor will be available to the Client, during
normal business hours, for consultation regarding the
Account. At least annually, the Client and the Financial
Advisor will meet together (in person or by phone) to
review and analyze the Account, Investment Guidelines,
asset allocation, and other relevant factors and
circumstances in order to assess what, if any, changes are
to be made in the management of the Account.
The quality of the investment advisory services to be
rendered under the Client Agreement are dependent upon
the accuracy of the data and information supplied by the
Client for analysis and use in delivering services. The Firm
is under no affirmative duty to independently verify or audit
any of such data or information. The Client will promptly
notify the Firm of any change in the Client's investment
objectives or financial condition that may affect the
manner in which the Account assets should be invested.
Based on that information, the Financial Advisor may
recommend other investment strategies or investments.

The Firm’s responsibility in connection with the Client's
selection of investments shall be to consult with the Client,
based on the Client's Investment Guidelines, as to which
investment strategy would be most compatible with the
Client's stated investment objectives and needs and as to
which investment would be most compatible with the
investment strategy selected by the Client. The Firm shall
not be responsible for the performance of any selected
investment. The Firm has the right and authority to remove
any investment from S&S Advisor upon at least thirty days'
prior written notice to the Client.
The Client will be sent confirmations of transactions in the
account and periodic account statements. It is the Client’s
responsibility to review this material and report any
discrepancies to the Financial Advisor as soon as
possible.
Eligible assets in the account include: cash & cash
equivalents, free credit balances, money markets,
common stock, preferred stock, rights/warrants on stock,
closed-end mutual fund shares, eligible open-end mutual
fund shares, American Depository Receipts (“ADRs”),
exchange traded funds (“ETFs”), foreign stock, fixed
income securities, municipal securities, publicly traded
limited partnership shares, unit investment trusts, option
contracts, and structured products.
The S&S Advisor Program is not intended for day trading
or other excessive securities or option trading activity,
including trading based on market timing. The Account
may be terminated or frozen, at the Firm's discretion, if
these activities occur. Losses resulting from Client initiated
or Client-directed transactions, including, without
limitation, losses resulting from the frequency of trading,
are solely the Client's responsibility.
The Client, in conjunction with the Financial Advisor, may
choose a strategy that includes asset allocation, that is,
assignment of a percentage of the overall value of the
Account to each asset class. If the strategy includes asset
allocation, it may also include a fund allocation, that is, an
assignment of a percentage of the overall value of the
asset class to one or more mutual funds.
In order to implement any investment strategy, the
Financial Advisor may recommend to the Client eligible
securities that may include mutual funds ("mutual funds"),
offered at their net asset value without any front-end or
deferred sales charge, which may also include no load
funds, that the Firm believes possess investment
characteristics that are consistent with the Client's
Investment Guidelines. If the investment strategy will be
implemented with mutual funds only, the Client shall select
from the various mutual funds and shall specify, in writing,
the mutual funds in which Account assets are to be
invested and the allocation among those mutual funds.
This written fund allocation may subsequently be modified
by the Client orally by notifying the Financial Advisor of the
Client's changes.
Additional Disclosures Relevant to All Above
Programs 1 – 6
The Firm will maintain custody of the assets held in the
Account. As custodian the Firm will, at no additional
charge, credit the Account with dividends and interest paid
on securities and with principal paid on called or matured
Rev 03/24/2017
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securities in the Account. For CHOICE, Spectrum, UMAP
Select and UMAP accounts where the manager votes
proxies, Client may elect not to receive proxy and annual
reports for the holdings in the account, which election may
be rescinded at any time. Upon request, Client will be
provided with a copy of the manager’s proxy voting
policies and procedures which may be updated from time
to time. In addition, Client will be provided information on
how the proxies were voted by the manager upon request
of the Investment Adviser.
The Firm will send the Client confirmations of Account
transactions and monthly statements summarizing
Account positions and portfolio value. It is the Client’s
responsibility to review this material and report any
discrepancies to the Financial Advisor as soon as
possible. The Client may elect not to receive a
confirmation for each securities transaction, which election
may be rescinded at any time. Any discrepancy not
objected to in writing by the Client within 30 days of receipt
will be binding upon the Client.
The Firm and its affiliates manage or provide advice to
Accounts for many types of Clients and also engage in a
broad range of other research, advisory, brokerage, and
investment banking activities. The same may be true for
your Manager. The advice given to, or action taken for,
any other Client or Account, including the Firm’s or
Manager’s own Accounts, may differ from that provided to
a Client’s Account. In particular, transactions effected in a
Client’s Account may differ from those in other such
Accounts or from the advice provided by Firm Financial
Advisors, or the Firm’s research department. Nothing in
the Program Agreements shall be deemed to impose upon
the Firm or Manager any obligation to purchase or sell, or
recommend for purchase or sale, for a Client’s Account,
any security or other property which the Firm or its
affiliates, or Manager may purchase or sell for their own
Accounts or for the Accounts of any other Client. The Firm
or Manager may purchase securities for its own Accounts
that are purchased for a Client’s Accounts.
The Firm and Manager may occasionally acquire
confidential information in the course of its business. If that
occurs, the Firm and Manager will not, of course, be able
to divulge it or act upon this information for a Client’s
Account. The Firm and Manager are under no obligation to
execute any transaction for a Client’s Account which it
believes to be improper under applicable law, rule, or
regulation.
In valuing a Client’s Account, the Firm will use the closing
prices and/or mean bid and ask prices of the last recorded
transaction for listed securities and over-the-counter
Nasdaq securities. In so doing, the Firm will utilize
information provided to it by quotation services believed to
be reliable. If any such prices are unavailable or believed
to be unreliable, the Firm will determine the price in good
faith so as to reflect its understanding of fair market value.
The Firm will not act on Client’s behalf or render advice in
legal proceedings involving a Client’s Account or the
securities in it. Client will be sent the information and
documents that the Firm has received for distribution to
customers to help Client take whatever action Client
deems advisable.

Notwithstanding the above, for CHOICE, Spectrum, UMAP
Select and UMAP accounts, decisions on the following will
be made by the Firm, Sterling, or Manager unless Client
directs to the contrary in writing: 1) voting of proxies and 2)
tendering of securities or interest coupons in response to
offers, calls or redemptions or with respect to the exercise
of conversion rights, subscription rights or other options
relating to the investments in a Client’s Account. The
Client shall determine whether or not to participate in any
class action lawsuits that arise as a result of the purchase
of a security Sterling, the Alpha Provider or Manager has
selected in the Account unless the Client requests in
writing the Firm, Sterling or Manager to act on its behalf in
such class action lawsuits.

Upon the termination of the Agreement, Client assumes
the exclusive responsibility to direct and monitor the
securities in the Account and the Firm will have no further
obligation to act or advise with respect to those assets or
to liquidate the positions held in the Account under the
Agreement. Fees paid in advance hereunder will be
prorated to the date of termination, and any unearned
portion thereof will be refunded to Client.
Upon Termination, Clients may request that their Account
positions be liquidated utilizing market orders. All Client
requests to liquidate Account positions must be in writing.
If termination is initiated by the client, the written request
to liquidate must be made in the writing terminating the
Agreement. If termination is initiated by the Firm, the
written request to liquidate must be made within five (5)
business days of receipt of the Firm’s notice of
termination.

All trading in a Client’s Account is at Client’s risk and that
the value of a Client’s Account is subject to a variety of
factors including the liquidity and volatility of the securities
markets. The investment performance of any kind can
never be guaranteed by the Firm, Sterling, or Manager.
No representation has been made by the Firm, Sterling, or
Manager that success can be assured in any transaction
or that a Client’s Account will prove profitable.

All timely requests to liquidate positions from the
Account within the first twelve months of the
inception of this Agreement shall be subject to
commissions according to and consistent with the
rates customarily charged by the Firm in an ordinary
transaction-based,
non-discretionary
brokerage
account.

Free credit cash balances resulting from sales, cash
deposits, or interest or dividend credits (that is, cash that
may be withdrawn from the Account without resulting
interest changes) will automatically be swept on a daily
basis into the Firm’s Insured Deposit Program (IDP)
providing FDIC insurance for all eligible cash balances or,
in some cases, into shares of a money market fund made
available by the Firm at their then current net asset value.
The Firm and its affiliates may have agreements to
provide advisory, administrative, distribution, and other
services to the money market fund used in a Client’s
Account and receive compensation as a result of those
services.

All timely requests to liquidate positions from the
Account after twelve months of the inception of this
Agreement, shall not be subject to commissions;
however, certain unit investment trusts and mutual funds
may impose redemption fees in certain circumstances as
stated in each trust or fund prospectus.
Securities liquidations may result in tax consequences that
should be discussed with your tax advisor. The Firm does
not, and will not, provide tax advice. Upon termination of
the Account or transfer of the advisory share class into a
retail brokerage account, you authorize the Firm to revert,
at our discretion, the advisory share class to the mutual
fund’s primary share class, typically A shares, without
incurring a commission or load without your prior consent.
Client understands that the primary share class generally
has higher operating expenses than the advisory share
class which may negatively affect performance.

If a Client is a shareholder of a money market fund then in
addition to fees that Client pays to the Firm as part of this
Program, Client will bear a proportionate share of the
money market fund’s expenses which may include the
investment management fees that are paid to the fund’s
investment advisor, which, as stated above, may be the
Firm or its affiliates. Refer to the prospectus or statement
of additional information provided for a more complete
description of the fund and its operation.

Should the necessary securities markets be unavailable,
efforts to trade will be done as soon as possible following
their reopening. The Firm shall not be responsible for
market fluctuations in your Account from time of written
notice until liquidation.

If a Client’s Account is subject to the provisions of ERISA,
the Firm represents that it is a fiduciary as defined in that
Act in performing its duties under the applicable
Agreement. Client must maintain any bond required in
connection with the Account under the provisions of
ERISA or other applicable law and to include within its
coverage the Firm and any of its personnel as may be
required.
Client may terminate the Agreement within five (5)
business days of its execution and receive a full refund of
all pre-paid fees. Thereafter, either party may terminate
the Agreement at any time and for any reason by notifying
the other in writing and termination will become effective
upon receipt of this written notice. However, termination
will not affect either party’s responsibilities under the
Agreement for previously initiated transactions or for
balances due in the Account or for any fees and amounts
owed.
Rev 03/24/2017
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This Agreement will terminate upon notification of your
death. Certain mutual fund shares may be required to be
redeemed as part of the Account termination, as stated in
their prospectus.
7.

FDX Advisors
FDX Advisors is a SEC registered investment advisor.
FDX Advisors provides the Firm with a number of tools to
assist the Firm in providing its clients with investment
advisory services. Such services include assistance in
investment policy development, manager research,
proposal development and periodic client reporting.
Through FDX Advisors, the Firm also has access to

various money managers with reduced fees and account
minimums which may not otherwise be available to it.
8.

value and/or fixed income. The decision to remain with a
particular style rests with the Client. The Firm will assist
the Client in establishing appropriate investment
objectives and will provide discretionary investment
management to the Client.

Financial Planning
Financial planning services are offered to clients. Through
the client interview and questionnaire process the client's
investment needs and objectives are identified and
analyzed. A financial plan, based on the client's
investment needs and objectives is, developed and
delivered to the client.

9.

Large Cap Core seeks growth using mostly large
capitalization (large cap – companies with a market value
of $10 billion or more) securities to provide short-term
preservation of principal and long-term growth of assets.
This investment process is designed to manage risk
through portfolio diversification and active management.

Qualified Plan Sponsors & Participants
Large Cap Value employs a combination of quantitative
and qualitative research to identify undervalued large cap
equities with capital appreciation potential. Our Large Cap
Quantitative Model calculates a weighted composite of
valuation, earnings and price movement measures. This
reduces the overall Large Cap universe to a more
manageable group of candidates. Once this group is
established, management conducts qualitative research in
order to identify potential buy candidates.

Registered Investment Adviser (“RIA”) Services for
Qualified Plan Sponsors and Participants are offered to
clients. Investment advisory services, offered on a
contractual basis, to the Plan Sponsor and the Plan
Participants may include providing advice regarding the
investment policy statement (“IPS”), the investment
selection process, and designing and maintaining asset
allocation models. An investment adviser representative
(“IAR”) provides quarterly review and monitoring of the
investment options. The IAR conducts periodic enrollment
and educational meetings with the Plan Participants, as
well as annual review meetings with the Plan Sponsor.

Fixed Income adheres to a conservative investment
philosophy which focuses on building a portfolio of
diversified securities across major fixed income sectors.
Sterling Advisor’s emphasis is on generating a level of
portfolio yield in excess of the benchmark as historical
data has proven that income dominates fixed income
returns over time. Sterling Advisor’s investment strategy
rotates among sectors from corporates, mortgage-backed
securities and taxable municipals to treasuries and
agencies. Through the use of a well-defined duration
strategy and controlled sector weightings portfolio volatility
is reduced.

10. Sterling Capital Funds
Sterling Capital Management LLC, is also a subsidiary of
BB&T Corporation. Sterling Capital Funds distributes
certain mutual funds through Sterling Capital Distributor,
LLC.
The Sterling Capital Prime Fund and Sterling Capital
Treasury Fund are two of the cash sweep options
available for clients to choose for the investment of free
cash balances in their Accounts.
11. Municipal Entities
The Firm also provides investment advice to state or
municipal government entities.
12. Sterling Advisors
Sterling Advisors, a division of BB&T Securities, LLC,
provides services on a discretionary basis to individuals,
foundations, endowments, public funds, retirement funds,
corporations, banks and trusts. Sterling Advisors also
serves as a sub-advisor for a small number of accounts.
Sterling Advisors is organized to provide professional
investment services for a broad range of portfolio
objectives, providing equity, balanced and fixed income
management on an individual account basis. The Firm
does not pool client funds.
Sterling Advisors manages portfolios based on the client’s
investment objectives and individual client needs as
established in the client’s investment policy statement,
which outlines the client’s attitude toward risk, the client’s
current financial situation and any specific constraints that
might affect investment decisions for the client.
Clients have the ability to select one or more investment
styles, including large cap core opportunistic, large cap
Rev 03/24/2017

Item 5 – Fees and Compensation
Clients pay an Annual Fee in accordance with the fee schedule
outlined below unless otherwise agreed to in writing. Any
agreement to a flat fee to be paid on the Account’s billable value
may result in fees greater than or less than those that would be
incurred in accordance with the Program fee schedule. The Annual
Fee will be deducted directly from the Account unless the parties
agree otherwise. The Annual Fee, which is payable pro-rata on a
quarterly basis in advance, will compensate the Firm for investment
management as well as custody and execution services, and
except in the case of discretionary advisory services described
above, no separate Firm brokerage commissions will be charged.
The Annual Fee covers the services of the Investment Advisor
Representative (also referred to as the Advisor fee) and is
described with specific rates in the services agreement. The
Advisor fee does not include any manager model fees that are
incurred by Client in UMAP, UMAP Select, or CHOICE Programs.
Program fees in UMAP, UMAP Select, and CHOICE Programs
range from .05% to .75% and are subject to change without notice.
Program fees are assessed to Client account separately from
Advisor Fee and are based on the proportion of the Account that is
allocated to each Manager. Thus, as market values increase and
decrease, the amount charged to Client account each billing cycle
will vary.
The initial Annual Fee will be prorated to cover the period from the
date a Client’s Account is opened and approved, through the end of
the then current full calendar quarter. The initial Annual Fee will be
due in full on the day the Firm opens and approves a Client’s
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Account and will be based on the opening value of the Account.
Thereafter, the Annual Fee will be based on the Account’s value as
reflected on the quarter month end statement and will be due the
following business day to cover the next calendar quarter.
Additional assets received into a Client’s Account will be charged a
pro-rata Annual Fee based upon the number of days remaining in
the current calendar quarter. No fee adjustment will be made for
partial withdrawals or for appreciation or depreciation of a Client’s
Account within a billing period. For purposes of calculating the
Annual Fee due, the Account’s value includes the sum of the long
market value of all securities, money market, cash and credit
balances. Margin debit balances and the short market value of
securities held do not reduce the value of the Account. In
accordance with the terms of the individual Client Agreement, a
pro-rata refund of fees charged will be made to Client if a Client’s
Account is closed within a quarterly billing period.

A.

The Firm receives payments from mutual funds or their affiliated
service providers for providing certain recordkeeping and related
services to the funds. The Firm processes some mutual fund
business with fund families on an omnibus basis, which means
clients' trades are consolidated into one daily trade with the fund.
We receive omnibus fee payments as compensation for the
services we provide when trading mutual funds on an omnibus
basis. We trade other fund families on a networked basis, which
means we submit a separate trade for each individual client and
may receive networking fee payments for each client mutual fund
position we hold with the fund.
All programs utilize the same liquidation fee schedule upon Account
termination. The Firm’s liquidation fee schedule upon Account
termination is described under Item 4.B titled “Additional
Disclosures Relevant to All Above Programs 1-6.”

< $100,000

2.25%

$100,000 - $249,999

2.20%

$250,000 - $499,999

2.15%

$500,000 - $999,999

2.00%

$1,000,000 - $1,999,999

1.85%
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$5,000,000 - $9,999,999

1.65%

$10,000,000 - $24,999,999

1.50%

$25,000,000+

1.45%

Programs
1.

Spectrum Investment Program
Clients pay an annual fee as specified below for services
hereunder, including execution services, custody, and
quarterly reporting services with no separate charge
imposed by the Firm for brokerage commissions on
agency trades or markups or markdowns on principal
transactions. The Firm may participate in selling
concessions on underwritings which are purchased for the
Client's Account by the Adviser.

Clients with mutual funds, exchange traded funds and investment
company products in their portfolios are effectively paying the Firm
and the fund/product advisor for the management of the Client’s
assets. Clients who place funds/products under the Firm’s
management are therefore subject to both the Firm’s direct
management fee and the indirect management of the mutual fund
advisor. These funds/products may be subject to additional
advisory and other fees and expenses, as set forth in the respective
prospectuses, which are ultimately borne by the Client. In addition,
with respect to certain exchange traded funds included in certain
portfolios and managed accounts, the manager of the exchange
traded fund may use the Firm in its capacity as broker-dealer to
transact with the exchange traded fund for the purchase and sale of
the securities that comprise the exchange traded fund. The Firm
derives additional revenue from these transactions.

Standard Fee

1.75%

The minimum Annual Fee per client household is $100.

The Annual Fee does not include charges to a Client’s Account for
services not included herein or resulting from certain dealer markups or mark-downs, odd lot differentials, postage and handling
charges, IRA fees, transfer taxes, pass-through fees, transaction
fees and any other fees which may be charged to the Account.

Advisory Household Value

$2,000,000 - $4,999,999

The minimum account size is $100,000. Minimums may
vary
according
to
each
specific
Investment
Manager/portfolio.
Compensation to the independent investment adviser will
vary and is billed based on the independent investment
adviser selected by the Client. Compensation
arrangements will also be disclosed in the independent
investment adviser’s disclosure brochure and/or the Firm’s
disclosure brochure. Fees, payments and refund policies
will vary depending upon the independent investment
adviser’s fee schedule and terms. The Firm will determine
that any independent investment adviser, with which it
contracts, is properly registered in those states where
investment advice or securities are provided to residents
of that state.
The contract between the client and the Firm is separate
and distinct from the contract between the client and the
independent investment adviser. Upon termination of
client’s agreement with the independent investment
adviser, client’s agreement with the Firm will be
terminated.
2.

CHOICE Portfolios
A.

CHOICE Wrap Portfolios

CHOICE accounts are charged an all inclusive "wrap fee"
that is both for investment advice and in lieu of
commissions by the Firm. The standard fee schedule,
which is negotiable, is based on asset size and an
assumed "active" portfolio.
A minimum initial account value of $100,000 is required for
the Equity Income, Leaders, SMID, Insight, and Special
Opportunities Portfolio accounts, and $250,000 for the
Enhanced Equity Portfolio accounts. Under certain
circumstances the minimum may be waived.
The Firm may terminate any account that has fallen below
the minimum account value shown above as required to
remain in the Program. Accounts will not be terminated
due to fluctuations in market value or fees deducted.
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However, should the net of the assets received into the
account less any client withdrawals taken from the
account fall below the minimum account value, then
trading will be suspended in the account at that time and
the client will be notified in writing of deficiency in that
case. Should the account not receive a deposit for at least
the amount of the deficiency shown within 30 days of the
date that the notification was mailed, then the account
shall be removed from the Program and become a nondiscretionary investment account.

4.

Minimum Account value is $10,000 (minimums may be
higher according to each specific Manager/Portfolio).
The Firm reserves the right to notify the Account of a
minimum fee to be charged should the account fall below
the minimum Account value. The Firm may terminate any
Account that has fallen below the minimum Account value
shown above as required to remain in the UMAP Program.
Should the Account not receive a deposit for at least the
amount of the deficiency shown within thirty (30) days of
the date that the notification was mailed, the Account shall
be removed from the UMAP Program and become a nondiscretionary commission-based investment Account at
the Firm.

Whenever there are changes to the fee schedule, the
schedule or charges previously in effect shall continue
until the next quarterly billing cycle. Established fees may
not be increased without client approval.
3.

Unified Managed Account Program (“UMAP”)
Minimum Account value is $10,000 (minimums may be
higher according to each specific Manager/Portfolio).

Client should be aware that the fees charged to the
Account may be higher than those otherwise available if
Client chose to select a separate brokerage service and
negotiate commissions in the absence of the extra
advisory services that the Firm provides. Client should
consider the value of the services that the Firm provides
when making such comparisons. Client should also
consider the amount of anticipated trading activity when
assessing the overall cost of our program. Fee based
programs typically assume a normal amount of trading
activity and, therefore, under particular circumstances,
prolonged periods of inactivity may result in higher
compensation than if commissions were paid separately
for each transaction. The standard fee schedules set forth
above may be subject to negotiation depending upon a
range of factors, including, but not limited to, Account
sizes and overall range of services requested.

The Firm reserves the right to notify the Account of a
minimum fee to be charged should the account fall below
the minimum Account value. The Firm may terminate any
Account that has fallen below the minimum Account value
shown above as required to remain in the UMAP Program.
Should the Account not receive a deposit for at least the
amount of the deficiency shown within thirty (30) days of
the date that the notification was mailed, the Account shall
be removed from the UMAP Program and become a nondiscretionary commission-based investment Account at
the Firm.
Client should be aware that the fees charged to the
Account may be higher than those otherwise available if
Client chose to select a separate brokerage service and
negotiate commissions in the absence of the extra
advisory services that the Firm provides. Client should
consider the value of the services that the Firm provides
when making such comparisons. Client should also
consider the amount of anticipated trading activity when
assessing the overall cost of our program. Fee based
programs typically assume a normal amount of trading
activity and, therefore, under particular circumstances,
prolonged periods of inactivity may result in higher
compensation than if commissions were paid separately
for each transaction. The standard fee schedules set forth
above may be subject to negotiation depending upon a
range of factors, including, but not limited to, Account
sizes and overall range of services requested.
The Firm will pay all fees of each Manager selected by the
Client. The fees to be paid each Manager will be
negotiated by the Firm and each Manager.
The Account assets used to calculate the Quarterly Fee
will include those invested assets transferred into the
Account for which Client may have previously paid a
separate sales charge or load, commission, mark-up, or
other cost associated with acquiring such assets.
Transferring such previously acquired assets into the
Account may result in Client paying higher investment
related expenses for such assets than Client would
otherwise pay were such assets retained in a commissionbased mutual fund or other type of account such as direct
investment with a mutual fund company.
Rev 03/24/2017
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Unified Managed Account Program Select (“UMAP
Select”)

The Firm will pay all fees of each Manager selected by the
Client. The fees to be paid each Manager will be
negotiated by the Firm and each Manager.
The Account assets used to calculate the Quarterly Fee
will include those invested assets transferred into the
Account for which Client may have previously paid a
separate sales charge or load, commission, mark-up, or
other cost associated with acquiring such assets.
Transferring such previously acquired assets into the
Account may result in Client paying higher investment
related expenses for such assets than Client would
otherwise pay were such assets retained in a commissionbased mutual fund or other type of account such as direct
investment with a mutual fund company.

5.

Professional Management Program (“PMP”)
PMP accounts are charged a “wrap fee” for investment
advice and in lieu of commissions. The standard fee
schedule, which is negotiable, is based on asset size and
an assumed “active” equity portfolio. This standard fee
shall be effective if designated or if the fee schedule below
is otherwise blank. Any change to the annualized fee must
be in writing and signed by the Client and the Firm.
A minimum initial account value of $25,000 is required for
PMP accounts. Under certain circumstances this minimum
may be waived. Whenever there are changes to the fee
schedule, the schedule or charges previously in effect

shall continue until the next quarterly billing cycle.
Established fees may not be increased without client
approval.

a.
b.

As a shareholder in the securities in which client’s PMP
account are invested, Client will receive shareholder
communications (including proxy materials) from the
individual companies, their service providers or the Firm .
The Firm will not advise client on the voting of proxies for
company investments held in the Account or advise client
in legal proceedings involving companies.

6.

c.
d.

The initial Quarterly Fee shall be payable to the Firm
within five (5) days of the Firm accepting the Client
Agreement based upon the value of the Account on the
date of acceptance for the partial calendar quarter
beginning on such date. Thereafter, the Quarterly Fee
shall be payable on the first business day of each
succeeding calendar quarter based upon the billable value
of the Account as reflected on the quarter month end
statement. Quarterly Fee payments will be adjusted for
deposits in excess of $5,000 made by Client to the
Account on a pro rata basis. The Client will be entitled to a
pro rata refund of any pre-paid quarterly fee based upon
the number of days remaining in the quarter after
termination.

S&S Advisor
The Account assets used to calculate the Quarterly Fee
will include those invested assets transferred into the
Account for which Client may have previously paid a
separate sales charge or load, commission, mark-up, or
other cost associated with acquiring such assets.
Transferring such previously acquired assets into the
Account may result in Client paying higher investment
related expenses for such assets than Client would
otherwise pay were such assets retained in a commissionbased mutual fund or other type of account such as direct
investment with a mutual fund company.

No adjustment to the Annualized Fee shall be applicable
unless and until it is approved in writing by the Firm.
The fee payable covers all investment advisory services
rendered by the Firm as well as commissions, mark-ups
and other transactional charges applicable to securities
transactions effected for the Account with or through the
Firm. The fee also covers custodial services, and other
Account related services provided by the Firm .

A fee-based arrangement may not be appropriate for
customers who anticipate engaging in a lower level of
trading activity, as substantially greater transaction cost
savings may be realized in the context of a traditional payper-trade commission structure.

The fee payable pursuant to the S&S Advisor Agreement
does not cover, and the Client will be additionally
responsible and charged for: commissions, mark-ups,
spreads and other transactional charges on securities
transactions effected with or through brokers and dealers
other than the Firm, interest on debit account balances,
where applicable; the entire public offering price (including
underwriting commissions or discounts) on securities
purchased from an underwriter or dealer involved in a
distribution of securities; bid-ask spreads; odd-lot
differentials; exchange fees, pass-through fees, transfer
taxes on other fees required by law; Individual Retirement
Account (IRA) fees, qualified retirement plan account fees,
postage & handling fees and other account maintenance
fees; usual and customary transaction charges on the
liquidation of assets not eligible for the S&S Advisor
Program; management and other fees on open-end,
closed-end and exchange traded mutual funds and UITs;
margin interest; any contingent deferred sales charge
assessed by a Mutual Fund company on the sale or
liquidation of a mutual fund; check reordering cost and
fees; short-term trading charges for purchases and
corresponding redemptions of certain mutual fund shares
(see fund prospectus for details) made within short periods
of time. These short-term trading charges are imposed by
the mutual funds to deter "market timers" who trade in
fund shares.

The fee payable by the Client pursuant to the Client
Agreement covers investment advisory services rendered
by the Firm, and certain commissions, mark-ups and other
transactional charges applicable to securities transactions,
subject to the terms of the Fees described as follows.
Client will pay an Annual Fee, which is negotiable, based
upon the Annual Fee schedule and terms. The Standard
Annual Fee shall be effective if designated or if the fee
schedule is otherwise blank. The minimum value of the
Account is $25,000. Under certain circumstances this
minimum may be waived. Any change to the Annual Fee
must be agreed to by Client and the Firm, except as
described elsewhere in the terms of the Client
Agreement..
The Firm reserves the right to terminate the Client
agreement for accounts whose value falls below the
minimum account value of $25,000.
The Annual Fee shall be paid in quarterly installments
(each, a “Quarterly Fee”) that shall be deducted in
advance by the Firm from Client’s Account. The Firm
reserves the right to increase the Annualized Fee in the
event that there is excessive turnover in Client’s Account
upon ten (10) days written notice to Client. The Quarterly
Fee may be more than the commissions that might
otherwise accrue under the Firm’s regular commission
rates. The Quarterly Fee will be based upon all assets in
the Account.
Client authorizes the Firm to deduct the Quarterly Fee
from the Account in the following order:
Rev 03/24/2017
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from any free credit balances in the Account;
from the balances in the Firm’s Insured Deposit
Program (IDP);
from the balances in any money market funds;
from the proceeds received by liquidating
securities positions.

7.

Financial Planning
The Firm may charge a fee for this service. Under certain
circumstances the financial planning fee, if any, may be
negotiable. The fee does not include transaction execution
services, either at the Firm or any other broker-dealer.

8.

Qualified Plan Sponsors & Participants
Charges to the Plan Sponsor or Plan Participant could
include a one-time setup fee and/or an annual fee based
upon a percentage of the assets contained in the plan, or
a specified flat fee to be agreed upon by the Plan Sponsor
or Plan Participant and the IAR. The signed agreement will
continue in force from year to year, unless one party
notifies the other in writing, no less than 45 days prior to
the desired termination date. The Plan Sponsor or Plan
Participant also has the right to terminate the agreement
within five (5) business days of the execution of the
agreement, without penalty, by providing the IAR with
written notice of such election to rescind. The Plan
Sponsor and/or Plan Participant are not required to hold
their accounts with the Firm.

9.

Item 6 – Performance‐Based Fees and Side‐By‐Side
Management
We do not charge advisory fees based on the capital appreciation
of the funds or securities in a client account (so-called
performance-based fees). Our advisory fee compensation for each
of our Programs is disclosed above in Item 5.

Item 7 – Types of Clients
We generally provide our services to the following types of Clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sterling Advisors
Sterling Advisors’ fees for investment advisory services for
Individuals and Institutions are based on the amount of
assets under management, and are billed and payable
quarterly either in arrears or advance, as stated in the
Investment Advisory Contract
Standard fee schedule
On the first $2 million
On the next $3 million
On the next $20 million
On the next $25 million
On assets above $50 million

The minimum account size we generally require to open or
maintain an account is $100,000. See Item 5 above for the
minimum account sizes of each of our various Programs.

Item 8 – Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies
and Risk of Loss Analysis

1.00%
.75%
.50%
.40%
.30%

For a description of the methods of analysis and investment
strategies of each of our Programs, see Item 4B above. These
methods vary widely across the Firm and Managers. Security
analysis methods include charting, fundamental, technical and
cyclical analysis. Investment strategies used to implement advice
given to clients may include long term purchases (securities held at
least a year), short term purchases (securities sold within a year),
trading (securities sold within 30 days), short sales, margin
transactions and approved option writing.

Institutional Fixed Income fee schedule
On the first $25 million
On the next $25 million
On the next $50 million
Negotiable over $100,000,000

Individuals, including high net worth individuals
Trusts, estates and charitable organizations
Corporations or other business entities
Taft-Hartley plans, governmental plans, municipalities
Not-for-profit entities
Private equity firms (Consulting only)
Outside investment platforms

.35%
.30%
.25%

Risk of Loss

Sterling Advisors reserves the right to negotiate fees
based on individual client characteristics, including related
accounts, and to charge a flat fee.
The fees that Sterling Advisors charges for investment
advisory services are specified in an agreement between
Sterling and each individual client. If our clients agree,
Sterling Advisors can arrange to deduct our fees directly
from their account.
If a Sterling Advisors client terminates their investment
advisory contract during a quarter, fees will be prorated to
the date of termination and a final fee will be due. Any
unearned or prepaid fees, if applicable, will be credited or
refunded to Sterling Advisors clients.
For Individuals and Institutions Sterling Advisors minimum
account size is $5 million. Investment minimums for the
wrap account programs Sterling Advisors manages are set
by the program sponsor. Under certain circumstances,
the minimum may be waived.

All investments in securities include a risk of loss of your principal
(invested amount) and any profits that have not been realized.
Stock markets and bond markets fluctuate substantially over time.
In addition, as recent global and domestic economic events have
indicated, performance of any investment is not guaranteed. As a
result, there is a risk of loss of the assets we manage that may be
out of our control. We will do our very best in the management of
your assets; however, we cannot guarantee any level of
performance or that you will not experience a loss of your account
assets.

Item 9 – Disciplinary Information
As a registered broker-dealer and investment advisor, we from time
to time are subject to disciplinary actions from our regulators. Such
disciplinary actions have historically been and are currently
disclosed on our Forms BD and ADV Part 1. We disclose the
following disciplinary events which occurred within the last ten (10)
years which we believe may be material to you when evaluating us
to initiate or continue a Client/Adviser relationship with us.
On January 6, 2010, the Commonwealth of Virginia, State
Corporation Commission, initiated a regulatory action against S&S
(Docket/Case Number #SEC-2009-00112).
The Virginia State
Corporation Commission’s Division of Securities and Retail
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Franchising alleged that S&S violated Commission Rules 21 VAC
5-20-260A and B, and 21 VAC 5-20-580A3 and A18 in connection
with the marketing and sale of auction rate securities to Virginia
residents. Prior to entering into this settlement with the Virginia
State Corporation Commission, S&S offered to purchase, at par,
auction rate securities (“ARS”) from certain eligible customers
(“Offer”). As part of the settlement, S&S undertook to: abide by the
terms and conditions of its Offer; make up the difference paid to
any eligible customers who sold ARS below par; reimburse eligible
customers for expenses on ARS secured loans; and participate in
FINRA’s ARS Arbitration Program. Although S&S believed that it
had meritorious defenses to the allegations, to avoid the uncertainty
and expense of litigation, and without admitting or denying the
allegations, S&S settled the matter. The Order was entered by the
Virginia State Corporation Commission on January 6, 2010. On
August 1, 2013, the Firm received a follow-up letter from the
Division requesting additional reporting regarding matters that were
covered in the January 6, 2010 settlement. On August 23, 2013,
the Firm agreed to the Division’s request for additional reporting.
On May 27, 2010, the Commonwealth of Virginia, State Corporate
Commission (the “Commission”), initiated a regulatory action
against S&S (Docket/Case Number #SEC-2010-00091).
The
Commission alleged that S&S violated Securities Rule 21 VAC 520-260 B for inadequate supervision in connection with a former
registered representative’s recommendation and sale of allegedly
unsuitable securities to a customer. Without admitting or denying
the allegations, and to avoid the cost and uncertainty of continued
investigation by the Commission, S&S agreed to the entry of a
settlement order, fully and finally resolving the matter with the
Commission. The settlement order levied a fine of $20,000 against
S&S. S&S was also charged an additional $5,000 in investigative
charges. The settlement order was executed by the Commission
on January 6, 2011. The $20,000 fine and $5,000 investigative
charges were paid on December 31, 2010 and no portion of either
was waived. A $10,000 rescission offer to the customer was made
on January 10, 2011. The registered representative who was the
subject of the investigation is no longer employed by S&S.
On June 19, 2012, FINRA accepted a Letter of Acceptance, Waiver
and Consent (“AWC”) from Scott & Stringfellow, LLC (”S&S”) (Case
Number 20090195365). The allegations are as follows: During the
period from January 2008 through June 2009 (the “Relevant
Period”), S&S failed to establish and maintain a supervisory
system, including written procedures, reasonably designed to
achieve compliance with applicable NASD and/or FINRA rules in
connection with the sale of leveraged, inverse, and inverseleveraged Exchange-Traded Funds (“Non-Traditional ETFs’’). NonTraditional ETFs have certain risks that are not found in traditional
ETFs, such as the risks associated with a daily reset, leverage and
compounding. The performance of Non-Traditional ETFs over
longer periods of time can differ significantly from the performance
of their underlying index or benchmark, especially in volatile
markets. Nonetheless, S&S supervised Non-Traditional ETFs the
same way it supervised traditional ETFs. Thus, S&S failed to
establish a reasonable supervisory system and written procedures
to monitor the sale of Non-Traditional ETFs. S&S also failed to
establish adequate formal training regarding Non-Traditional ETFs
during the Relevant Period. In addition, certain S&S registered
representatives did not have an adequate understanding of NonTraditional ETFs before recommending these products to retail
brokerage customers. Certain S&S registered representatives also
made unsuitable recommendations of Non-Traditional ETFs to
certain customers with the primary investment objectives of income
or capital preservation. S&S consented, without admitting or
denying the findings, to the imposition of the following sanctions in
Rev 03/24/2017

the AWC, namely a censure and a fine in the amount of $350,000.
S&S paid the fine on June 27, 2012
On December 13, 2013, FINRA accepted a Letter of Acceptance,
Waiver, and Consent (“AWC”) from the Firm (Case Number
#2012033723601). The allegations are as follows: During the
period September 1, 2011 to December 28, 2011, the Firm effected
sales of unregistered securities and that the Firm’s AML programs
failed to adequately address potential suspicious activity related to
the unregistered securities. In addition, during the period August
23, 2010 to February 24, 2012, the Firm failed to maintain sufficient
records of research analysts’ public appearances, and that the Firm
between 2002 and 2011 failed to consistently send change of
address notices to clients. The Firm consented, without admitting
or denying the findings, to the issuance of an AWC, a censure and
a fine in the amount of $300,000.
On August 25, 2016, without admitting or denying the findings, the
Firm consented to the entry of an Order (File No. 3-17502) by the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”)
Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings, and
Imposing a Cease-and-Desist Order (the “Order”).
The Order
states that from December 2, 2011 to October 1, 2013, in reliance
on F-Squared Investments, Inc.’s (“F-Squared”) false statements,
BB&T Securities’ AlphaSector advertisements falsely stated that FSquared had assets invested in the AlphaSector strategy from April
2001 to September 2008, and that the track record for these
investments had significantly outperformed the S&P 500 Index
during this period.
The Order also states that the Firm took
insufficient steps to confirm the accuracy of F- Squared’s
AlphaSector performance data for this period and failed to obtain
sufficient documentation to substantiate F-Squared’s advertised
performance, resulting in the Firm violating Sections 206(4) and
204(a) of the Advisers Act and Rules 206(4)-1(a)(5) and 2042(a)(16) thereunder. The Order requires the Firm to cease and
desist from committing or causing any violations of the abovereferenced provisions and to pay a $200,000 penalty to the SEC.

Item 10 – Other Financial Industry Activities and
Affiliations
The Firm is a registered broker-dealer.
BB&T Investment Services, Inc., a FINRA member broker-dealer
and an SEC registered investment adviser, is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Branch Banking & Trust Company, a North Carolina
Chartered Bank. Branch Banking & Trust Company is owned by
BB&T Corporation, a bank holding company, the 100% owner of
the Firm.,
BB&T Institutional Investment Advisers Inc., an SEC registered
investment adviser, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Branch Banking
and Trust Company, a North Carolina Chartered Bank. Branch
Banking & Trust Company is owned by BB&T Corporation, a bank
holding company, the 100% owner of the Firm.
Sterling Capital Management, LLC is an SEC registered investment
adviser which is owned by BB&T Corporation, the 100% owner of
the Firm.
BB&T Insurance Services, Inc. is a subsidiary of BB&T Holdings,
Inc. which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Branch Banking and
Trust Company. P. J. Robb Variable Corporation, a FINRA
member broker-dealer, is owned by Crump Life Insurance Services,
Inc., a subsidiary of Branch Banking and Trust Company. Branch
Banking & Trust Company, a North Carolina Chartered Bank, is
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owned by BB&T Corporation, a bank holding company, the 100%
owner of the Firm.
The Firm’s affiliated advisers (BB&T Investment Services, Inc.,
Sterling Capital Management LLC, and BB&T Institutional
Investment Advisers, Inc.) may manage limited partnerships or
other private funds. A complete list of partnerships managed by
these companies can be obtained by viewing each respective
adviser’s ADV Part I, Schedule D, Section 7.B. The Firm’s
customers are not solicited to invest in any of the affiliated
companies' limited partnerships.
TD Ameritrade Institutional, Division of TD Ameritrade, Inc.; and
Sterling Advisors

On an annual basis, we require all Investment Advisory
Representatives to re-certify to our Code. Individuals who are
designated as “Access Persons” are required to make quarterly
reports to Compliance of all securities transactions made in their
st
covered accounts. By January 31 of each year Access Persons
must also file an Annual Holdings Report.
Clients may request a complete copy of our Code by contacting us
at the address or telephone number on the cover page of this
Brochure; attn.: Chief Compliance Officer.

Item 12 – Brokerage Practices
1.

An employee of Sterling Advisors serves on the TD Ameritrade
Institutional President’s Council (“Council”). The Panel consists of
independent investment advisors that advise TD Ameritrade
Institutional (“TDA Institutional”) on issues relevant to the
independent advisor community. The Council meets in person on
average 1-2 times per year and conducts periodic conference calls
on an as needed basis. At times, Council members are provided
confidential information about TDA Institutional initiatives. Council
members are required to sign confidentiality agreements. TD
Ameritrade, Inc. (“TD Ameritrade”) does not compensate Council
members. However, TD Ameritrade pays or reimburses Sterling
Advisors for the travel, lodging and meal expenses Sterling
Advisors incurs in attending Council meetings. The benefits
received by Sterling Advisors or its personnel by serving on the
Council do not depend on the amount of brokerage transactions
directed to TD Ameritrade. Clients should be aware, however, that
the receipt of economic benefits by Sterling Advisors or its related
persons in and of itself creates a potential conflict of interest and
may indirectly influence Sterling Advisors’ recommendation of TD
Ameritrade for custody and brokerage services.

Item 11 – Code of Ethics

The Firm will perform no discretionary acts with respect to
the account of a client for which it has acted in an
investment advisory capacity only by assisting the client in
selection of an independent investment adviser. For such
clients, the Firm is appointed as primary broker for the
execution of purchase and sale transactions as directed
by the independent investment adviser managing the
client’s account. Accounts will be carried by the Firm who
will serve as custodian and process trade executions. In
the execution of such transactions, the Firm may act as
agent or as principal. The independent investment adviser
may choose to effect a securities transaction on behalf of
an account through or with a broker or dealer other than
the Firm. Such transactions will be effected (other than
through the Firm) only when the independent investment
adviser reasonably believes that such other broker or
dealer may effect such transaction at a price, including
any brokerage commission or dealer mark-up or markdown, that is more favorable to the account than would
otherwise be the case if the transaction were effected
through the Firm.
2.

We have adopted an Investment Advisory Code of Ethics based on
the principle that all Investment Advisory Representatives have a
fiduciary duty to place the interest of clients ahead of their own.
This Code of Ethics is designed to (i) ensure we meet our fiduciary
obligations to our Client, and (ii) foster and maintain a Culture of
Compliance within our Firm. On an annual basis, all Investment
Advisory Representatives are required to certify in writing that they
are aware and will abide by the principles of the Code. We also
supplement the Code with annual training and on-going monitoring
of investment advisory activity.
Our Code includes the following:
•
•
•

•
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CHOICE Portfolios
As a general matter, the Firm considers it appropriate to
use its own execution services for the purchase and sale
of securities involved in its CHOICE program.
Under CHOICE, the Firm effects securities transactions as
agent or, where permitted by law, as principal for clients
but receives no additional brokerage execution
compensation for the account. Clients authorize the Firm
to effect brokerage transactions, including on a national
exchange, as permitted by current provisions of Section
11(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, and the rules promulgated thereunder.

Requirements related to the confidentiality of our
Client;
Policies relating to conflicts of interest;
Prohibitions on:
o Insider trading;
o Use of proprietary information, and
o Rumor mongering;
Policies relating to employee and Firm transactions;

Our Code does not prohibit personal trading by employees or
proprietary trading by our Firm. As you may imagine, as a
professional investment adviser, we follow our own advice. As a
result, we or our employees may purchase or sell the same or
similar securities (or securities that are suitable for a Firm or
employee or related account but not suitable for any client) at the
same time that we place transactions for Client accounts.

Spectrum Investment Program

It is the Firm’s practice, when feasible, to aggregate for
execution as a single transaction orders for the purchase
or sale of a particular security for the accounts of CHOICE
(including employee, the Firm or affiliates’ CHOICE
accounts), in order to seek a lower commission or more
advantageous net price. The benefit, if any, obtained as a
result of such aggregation generally is allocated pro rata
among the accounts of CHOICE.
3.

Unified Managed Account Program (“UMAP’)
As a general matter, the Firm considers it appropriate to
use its own execution services for the purchase and sale
of securities involved in its UMAP program. In no event will

the Firm be obligated to execute any transaction which it
believes would violate applicable state or federal law or
regulations of any self-regulatory body of which it is a
member at the time of the transaction. The Firm or
Manager may direct transactions to another broker-dealer
in its own discretion, including when legal execution
obligations so require. Clients authorize the Firm or its
affiliates to effect and execute brokerage transactions,
including on a national exchange, as permitted by current
provisions of Section 11(a) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 and the rules promulgated thereunder and any
future amendments or changes to such statutes and rules.
The Firm will inform Clients when a new Account is
opened, on an annual basis thereafter and on transaction
confirmation slips, of payment for order flow practices
(compensation received by placing orders through certain
broker-dealers, exchanges, Nasdaq, or exchange
members). To provide its Clients with the best execution
price for their trades, orders placed through the Firm will
be routed to primary exchanges and other market centers,
including regional securities exchanges and dealers which
make markets over-the-counter. In an effort to obtain the
best execution price, the Firm may consider several
factors, including price improvement opportunities
(executions at prices superior to the then prevailing inside
market on Nasdaq or national best bid or offer for listed
securities), regardless of whether the Firm will receive
cash or non-cash payments for routing order flow and
reciprocal business arrangements. The Firm may receive
remuneration for directing orders to particular brokerdealers or market centers for execution.
The Manager will act as a principal in transactions only if,
prior to each such transaction, the Manager discloses in
writing to Client the capacity in which it is acting and
obtains Client’s written consent before the execution of the
transaction. Client hereby authorizes the Firm to act as a
principal in transactions to the extent permitted by
applicable law and subject to applicable restrictions.
In addition, there may be instances when the Firm or an
affiliate or the Manager will have an opportunity to act as
agent for both buyer and seller in a securities transaction.
This is called an “agency cross transaction.” Because the
Firm or Manager would receive compensation from each
party to such an agency cross transaction, there is a
potential conflict of interest. By signing the Client
Agreement, Client is giving the Firm and Manager
permission to do agency cross transactions for the
Account when the Firm or the Manager considers them
advisable. Client may revoke this consent at any time by
notifying the Firm in writing.
It is Firm and Manager practice, when feasible, to
aggregate for execution as a single transaction orders for
the purchase or sale of a particular security for the
Accounts of several Clients and, occasionally, our
affiliates, in order to seek a lower commission or more
advantageous net price. The benefit, if any, obtained as a
result of such aggregation generally is allocated pro-rata
among the Accounts of Clients and affiliates who
participated in the aggregated transaction. The Firm and
Manager allocate trades among Clients and affiliates in
accordance with the Firm’s written procedures.
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4.

Unified Managed Account Program Select (“UMAP
Select’)
As a general matter, the Firm considers it appropriate to
use its own execution services for the purchase and sale
of securities involved in its UMAP Select program. In no
event will the Firm be obligated to execute any transaction
which it believes would violate applicable state or federal
law or regulations of any self-regulatory body of which it is
a member at the time of the transaction. The Firm or
Manager may direct transactions to another broker-dealer
in its own discretion, including when legal execution
obligations so require. Clients authorize the Firm or its
affiliates to effect and execute brokerage transactions,
including on a national exchange, as permitted by current
provisions of Section 11(a) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 and the rules promulgated thereunder and any
future amendments or changes to such statutes and rules.
The Firm will inform Clients when a new Account is
opened, on an annual basis thereafter and on transaction
confirmation slips, of payment for order flow practices
(compensation received by placing orders through certain
broker-dealers, exchanges, Nasdaq, or exchange
members). To provide its Clients with the best execution
price for their trades, orders placed through the Firm will
be routed to primary exchanges and other market centers,
including regional securities exchanges and dealers which
make markets over-the-counter. In an effort to obtain the
best execution price, the Firm may consider several
factors, including price improvement opportunities
(executions at prices superior to the then prevailing inside
market on Nasdaq or national best bid or offer for listed
securities), regardless of whether the Firm will receive
cash or non-cash payments for routing order flow and
reciprocal business arrangements. The Firm may receive
remuneration for directing orders to particular brokerdealers or market centers for execution.
The Manager will act as a principal in transactions only if,
prior to each such transaction, the Manager discloses in
writing to Client the capacity in which it is acting and
obtains Client’s written consent before the execution of the
transaction. Client hereby authorizes the Firm to act as a
principal in transactions to the extent permitted by
applicable law and subject to applicable restrictions.
In addition, there may be instances when the Firm or an
affiliate or the Manager will have an opportunity to act as
agent for both buyer and seller in a securities transaction.
This is called an “agency cross transaction.” Because the
Firm or Manager would receive compensation from each
party to such an agency cross transaction, there is a
potential conflict of interest. By signing the Client
Agreement, Client is giving the Firm and Manager
permission to do agency cross transactions for the
Account when the Firm or the Manager considers them
advisable. Client may revoke this consent at any time by
notifying the Firm in writing.
It is Firm and Manager practice, when feasible, to
aggregate for execution as a single transaction orders for
the purchase or sale of a particular security for the
Accounts of several Clients and, occasionally, our
affiliates, in order to seek a lower commission or more
advantageous net price. The benefit, if any, obtained as a
result of such aggregation generally is allocated pro-rata

compensates the Firm for custody, clearance and
settlement activities that are undertaken by the Firm even
where a manager chooses to place the trade through a
broker-dealer other than the Firm. Clients should read the
disclosures related to the Firm program in which they
enroll and also the disclosures of their chosen Managers
(particularly those disclosures regarding best execution,
since those Managers are responsible for best execution
and control brokerage selection on behalf of their clients).

among the Accounts of Clients and affiliates who
participated in the aggregated transaction. The Firm and
Manager allocate trades among Clients and affiliates in
accordance with the Firm’s written procedures.
5.

Professional Management Program (“PMP”)
As a general matter, the Firm considers it appropriate to
use its own execution services for the purchase and sale
of securities involved in its PMP services. On occasion,
clients may designate, or legal requirements may indicate,
the use of other brokers.
Under PMP, the Firm effects securities transactions as
agent, or, where permitted by law, as principal for clients
but receives no additional brokerage execution
compensation for the account. Clients authorize the Firm
to effect and execute brokerage transactions, including on
a national exchange, as permitted by current provisions of
Section 11(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, and the rules promulgated thereunder. There
may be instances when the Firm or an affiliate or the
Manager will have an opportunity to act as agent for both
buyer and seller in a securities transaction. This is called
an “agency cross transaction.” Because the Firm or
Manager would receive compensation from each party to
such an agency cross transaction, there is a potential
conflict of interest.

8.

Sterling Advisors
Clients may direct Sterling Advisors as to the custodian at
which their assets are to be custodied and the broker
through which their trades are to be executed (brokerage)
by choosing one of the three options below:
a.

Sterling Advisors may place orders for the execution
of transactions with or through such brokers, dealers,
or banks as it may select, and complying with Section
28(e) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934,
may cause Account to pay a commission on
transactions in excess of the amount of commission
another broker or dealer would have charged.
Sterling Advisors may aggregate orders with other
clients of Sterling Advisors.

b.

Client can direct Sterling Advisors to use a specific
broker for the execution of transactions in Client’s
account(s). Client understands that in directing its
brokerage to a specific firm, Client may pay brokerage
commission rates and/or receive executions that are
less favorable than that Sterling Advisors may
negotiate or obtain when it selects brokers to execute
transactions on behalf of its clients. If Client directs
brokerage, Client represents that the direction of
brokerage (i) shall be for the exclusive purpose of
providing benefits to participants and beneficiaries of
the plan, and (ii) shall not constitute, or cause the
Account to be engaged in, a ‘prohibited transaction,’
as defined in ERISA.

c.

Client can authorize Sterling Advisors to effect or
execute securities transactions on behalf of the
Account through itself or an affiliate as broker. If
clients choose this option, we will benefit financially.
Providing multiple services may be viewed as creating
a conflict of interest. Similar services may be offered
at higher or lower prices elsewhere.

PMP Financial Advisors also are authorized to purchase
for their own account securities that are purchased for
clients.
It is the Firm’s practice, when feasible, to aggregate for
execution as a single transaction orders for the purchase
or sale of a particular security for the accounts of several
PMP clients, in order to seek a lower commission or more
advantageous net price. The benefit, if any, obtained as a
result of such aggregation generally is allocated pro rata
among the accounts of clients which participated in the
aggregated transaction.
6.

S&S Advisor
The Firm will perform no discretionary acts with respect to
the account of an S&S Advisor client. Consistent with its
duty to the Client to seek and obtain best execution on
securities transactions, most securities transactions will be
effected with and through the Firm. Any principal and
agency cross transactions will be effected through the
Firm only to the extent and in the manner permitted by
applicable law, rules and regulations. In any case, the
Firm receives no additional brokerage execution
compensation for the account. The Firm may aggregate
contemporaneous purchase or sell orders for the same
securities with orders of other customers in accordance
with applicable legal and regulatory guidelines.

7.

Additional Disclosures
Managers of fixed income portfolios have historically
placed more trades through other broker-dealers than
equity managers and as a result clients of these fixed
income managers will pay more for execution to the extent
their managers trade away and the total net price paid for
bonds could exceed the net price the Firm might have
obtained, acting as agent. A portion of the wrap fee
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Sterling Advisors is an approved investment advisor on a
limited number of wrap fee or networking programs
sponsored by other firms not affiliated with Sterling
Advisors. Some wrap accounts may utilize model based
portfolios. The wrap program sponsor assumes
responsibility for manager selection, custody, execution,
performance reporting and consulting services, while
Sterling Advisors provides investment management. All
services provided to the client by Sterling Advisors and the
wrap sponsor under these agreements are paid for by a
single fee charged to the client.
Soft Dollars
When appropriate under Sterling Advisors discretionary
authority and consistent with its duty to obtain best
execution, it may direct brokerage transactions for

accounts to broker-dealers who provide Sterling with
research and brokerage services.
The brokerage
commissions used to acquire these services are known as
“soft dollars.”
The Section 28(e) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and related SEC interpretive
materials provide a “safe harbor” which allows Sterling to
pay for research and brokerage services with soft dollars
generated by these account transactions. Section 28(e)
permits firms, under certain circumstances; to cause client
accounts to pay broker-dealers a commission for effecting
portfolio transactions in excess of the commission another
broker-dealer would have charged to effect such
transactions. Broker-dealers typically provide a bundle of
services, including research and execution. The services
provided can be either proprietary (created and provided
by the broker-dealer, including tangible research products
as well as access to analysts and traders) or third-party
(created by third-party but provided by broker-dealer).
Sterling Advisors may use soft dollars to acquire either
type. It is not generally possible to place a dollar value on
the special executions or on the research services
received from broker-dealers effecting transactions in
portfolio securities. Accordingly, broker-dealers may be
paid commissions for effecting your portfolio transactions
in excess of amounts other broker-dealers would have
charged for effecting similar transactions if we determine
in good faith that such amounts are reasonable in relation
to the value of the brokerage and/or research services
provided by those broker-dealers, viewed either in terms
of a particular transaction or our overall duty to
discretionary accounts.

Brokerage for Client Referrals
Sterling Advisors participates in the institutional advisor
program (“the Program”) offered by TD Ameritrade
Institutional. TD Ameritrade Institutional is a division of TD
Ameritrade, Inc. member FINRA/SIPC (“TD Ameritrade”),
an unaffiliated SEC-registered broker-dealer and FINRA
member. TD Ameritrade offers to independent investment
advisors services which include custody of securities,
trade execution, clearance and settlement of transactions.
Sterling Advisors receives some benefits from TD
Ameritrade through our participation in the Program.
Please see the disclosure listed in Item 14.

Item 13 – Review of Accounts
With the exception of the Sterling Advisors Division, the Firm’s
Supervision and Oversight (“O&S”) unit is responsible for the
review of advisory accounts. Each month O&S will review a
selected sample of advisory accounts which review includes, but is
not limited to, suitability, trading volume, cash balance and overall
performance.
1.

The Firm assists clients of other brokers in the selection of
investment advisers that are suitable for the client’s
investment objectives. The Firm does not have
discretionary authority over the assets in these accounts,
and does not supervise such accounts on a daily basis.
On a quarterly basis, the Financial Advisor reviews the
investment adviser's performance using reports provided
by the Firm and the investment adviser. At each quarterly
review, the investment adviser’s performance and
adherence to the client’s investment strategy are
measured against objective criteria. The Financial Advisor
typically meets with the client on a quarterly basis to
review these results.

In determining whether a service qualifies as research or
brokerage, Sterling Advisors must evaluate whether the
service or product provides lawful and appropriate
assistance to it in carrying out its investment decisionmaking responsibilities. Brokerage and research services
that may be provided under Section 28(e) include
furnishing advice as to the value of securities and as to the
advisability of investing in, purchasing or selling securities,
and effecting securities transactions and performing
functions incidental thereto (such as clearance,
settlement, and custody). Sterling will not enter into any
agreement or understanding with any broker-dealer that
would obligate it to direct a specific amount of brokerage
transactions or commissions in return for such services.
However, certain broker-dealers may state in advance the
amount of brokerage commissions they require for certain
services and the applicable cash equivalent.
Receipt of research from brokers who execute client
trades involves conflicts of interest. When Sterling uses
client brokerage commissions to obtain research or other
products or services, it receives a benefit because it does
not have to produce or pay for the research, products or
services. Sterling may have an incentive to select or
recommend a broker-dealer based on its interest in
receiving the research or other products or services, rather
than on your account receiving most favorable execution.
Sterling Advisors may use soft dollar benefits to service all
of its clients’ accounts, not just those that paid for the
benefits, and it does not seek to allocate soft dollar
benefits to client accounts proportionately to the soft dollar
credits the accounts generate.

Spectrum Investment Program

Those clients who have independent investment advisers
have available a quarterly analysis of the portfolio from the
Firm, and in some cases, the independent investment
adviser as well. The Firm provided quarterly analysis
provides the following for each security in the portfolio:
details of investment earnings, performance tracking (for
the quarter and since inception), and returns compared to
appropriate benchmarks. Additional reports to clients
provided by the Firm
include account statements
(itemizing all cash and securities transactions, dividends
and interest received, all deposits and withdrawals of
principal and income during the preceding calendar
month), and statements of securities in custody listing
securities held in the account.
Spectrum Investment Program clients have the option to
receive individual trade confirmations from the Firm
reflecting all securities transactions executed through the
Firm. Clients may elect to receive or not to receive a
confirmation for each securities transaction, which election
may be rescinded at any time.
2.

CHOICE Portfolios
For the CHOICE Wrap Fee Program, the client’s
investment objective and strategy are reviewed for
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the account’s performance and adherence to the Client’s
investment strategy using the reports provided by the
Firm. The advisor will meet with Clients on at least an
annual basis.

approval and consistency with CHOICE guidelines for
each particular portfolio when each CHOICE account is
opened. The Firm is responsible for monitoring of the
activity in their clients’ fee-based accounts to ensure the
respective advisory program is appropriate. The Financial
Advisor for the account will meet with the client no less
than annually to determine if the client’s financial status
has changed.

The Firm provides PMP clients with periodic reports of
relevant activity. Each PMP account receives: (1)
confirmation of each transaction in securities (except
money market mutual fund transactions); (2) monthly
statements of account; and (3) annual summary of
transactions and dividend and interest statements. PMP
clients may elect not to receive a confirmation for each
securities transaction, which election many be rescinded
at any time.

The Firm provides CHOICE clients with periodic reports of
relevant activity. Each CHOICE Wrap Fee Program
account will receive: (1) confirmation of each transaction in
securities (except money market fund transactions); (2)
monthly statements of account; and (3) annual summary
of transactions and dividend and interest statements. At
account inception CHOICE clients may elect not to receive
a confirmation for each securities transaction, which
election many be rescinded at any time.
3.

6.

The S&S Advisor account is a non-discretionary advisory
account. Based on the client’s investment needs and
objectives, the Financial Advisor consults with the client in
determining an investment strategy compatible to their
objectives and needs and investments most compatible
with the investment strategy chosen by the client. The
Firm and its advisors are responsible for the monitoring of
the activity in their clients’ fee-based accounts to ensure
the respective advisory program is appropriate. On a
quarterly basis, the advisor will review the account’s
performance and adherence to the Client’s investment
strategy using the reports provided by the Firm. The
advisor will meet with Clients on at least an annual basis.

Unified Managed Account Program (“UMAP”)
For the Unified Managed Account Program (UMAP), the
client’s investment objective and strategy are reviewed for
consistency with UMAP guidelines when each account is
opened. On a regular basis, the Firm reviews the portfolio
to ensure that the current allocation is within an
acceptable range of the target allocation guidelines. The
Firm will rebalance the portfolio if the current allocation
deviates outside of the acceptable range of the target
allocation. The Financial Advisor for the account will meet
with the client no less than annually to determine if the
client’s financial status has changed which would result in
changes to the client’s portfolio or investment objectives,
risk tolerance and time horizon. The client may at any time
place restrictions on his/her account and may change
investment objectives, risk tolerance and time horizon.

4.

The Firm provides S&S Advisor clients with periodic
reports of relevant activity. Each S&S Advisor account
receives: (1) confirmation of each transaction in securities
(except money market mutual fund transactions); (2)
monthly statements of account; and (3) annual summary
of transactions and dividend and interest statements.

Unified Managed Account Program Select (“UMAP
Select”)

7.

For the Unified Managed Account Program Select (UMAP
Select), the client’s investment objective and strategy are
reviewed for consistency with UMAP Select guidelines
when each account is opened. On a regular basis, the
Firm reviews the portfolio to ensure that the current
allocation is within an acceptable range of the target
allocation guidelines. The Firm will rebalance the portfolio
if the current allocation deviates outside of the acceptable
range of the target allocation. The Financial Advisor for the
account will meet with the client no less than annually to
determine if the client’s financial status has changed which
would result in changes to the client’s portfolio or
investment objectives, risk tolerance and time horizon.
The client may at any time place restrictions on his/her
account and may change investment objectives, risk
tolerance and time horizon.

5.

S&S Advisor

Sterling Advisors
The client provides Sterling Advisors with an Investment
Policy Statement (IPS) when the account is opened.
Sterling reviews the portfolio, at a minimum, each [month,
quarter] to ensure that the current allocation is within an
acceptable range of the IPS. Sterling will rebalance the
portfolio if the current allocation deviates outside of the
acceptable range of the IPS. Quarterly account reviews
are also conducted for Sterling Advisors advisory accounts
by Sterling Advisors Management. The Financial Advisor
for the account will meet with the client at least annually to
determine if the client’s financial status has changed which
would result in changes to the client’s portfolio or
investment objectives, risk tolerance and time horizon.
The client may at any time place restrictions on his/her
account and may change investment objectives, risk
tolerance and time horizon by notifying Sterling Advisors in
writing.

Professional Management Program (“PMP”)

Item 14 – Client Referrals and Other Compensation

For the PMP account, a wrap fee program, the client’s
investment objective and strategy are reviewed for
consistency with PMP guidelines when each PMP account
is opened. The Firm and its advisors are responsible for
the monitoring of the activity in their clients’ fee-based
accounts to ensure the respective advisory program is
appropriate. On a quarterly basis, the advisor will review

Non-employee third-parties who are directly responsible for
bringing a client to the Firm; such as accountants, may receive
compensation from the Firm. Such agreements will comply with the
requirements set out in Rule 206(4)-3 of the Investment Advisers
Act of 1940, as amended, including the requirement that the
relationship between the solicitor and the investment advisor be
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disclosed to the client at the time of the solicitation or referral.
Referral fees are a percentage of the annual management fees
earned by the Firm on referred accounts and represent no
additional expenses to such accounts. The Client will be requested
to acknowledge this arrangement prior to acceptance of the Clients'
funds.
In certain cases, applicable state laws may require these thirdparties to become either licensed as representatives of the Firm or
as independent investment advisors.
TD Ameritrade Institutional Program
As disclosed in Item 12, Sterling Advisors participates in TD
Ameritrade’s institutional customer program and such Clients may
choose TD Ameritrade for custody and brokerage services. There
is no direct link between Sterling Advisors participation in the
program and the investment advice given to Clients, although
Sterling Advisors receives economic benefits through participation
in the program that are typically not available to TD Ameritrade
retail investors. These benefits include the following products and
services (provided without cost or at a discount):


Receipt of duplicate Client statements and confirmations



Access to a trading desk serving Advisor participants



Access to block trading (which provides the ability to aggregate
securities transactions for execution and then allocate the
appropriate shares to Client accounts)



The ability to have advisory fees deducted directly from Client
accounts



Access to an electronic communications network for Client
order entry and account information



Access to mutual funds with no transaction fees and to certain
institutional money managers and



Discounts on compliance, marketing, research, technology,
and practice management products or services provided by
third party vendors.

Some of the products and services made available by TD
Ameritrade through the program may benefit Sterling Advisors but
may not benefit our Client accounts. These products or services
may assist in managing and administering Client accounts,
including accounts not maintained at TD Ameritrade.
Other services made available by TD Ameritrade are intended to
help manage and further develop our business enterprise. The
benefits received by or its personnel, through participation in the
program, do not depend on the amount of brokerage transactions
directed to TD Ameritrade.
As part of our fiduciary duties to clients, we endeavor at all times to
put the interests of our clients first. Clients should be aware,
however, that the receipt of economic benefits by Sterling Advisors
or our related persons in and of itself create a potential conflict of
interest and may indirectly influence recommending TD Ameritrade
for custody and brokerage services.
TD Ameritrade Advisor Direct Program
Rev 03/24/2017

Sterling Advisors may receive client referrals from TD Ameritrade
through its participation in TD Ameritrade AdvisorDirect
.
In addition to meeting the minimum eligibility criteria for
participation in AdvisorDirect, Sterling Advisors may have been
selected to participate in AdvisorDirect based on the amount and
profitability to TD Ameritrade of the assets in, and trades placed for,
client accounts maintained with TD Ameritrade.
TD Ameritrade is a discount broker-dealer independent of and
unaffiliated with us and there is no employee or agency relationship
between them. TD Ameritrade has established AdvisorDirect as a
means of referring its brokerage customers and other investors
seeking fee-based personal investment management services or
financial planning services to independent investment advisors.
TD Ameritrade does not supervise Sterling Advisors and has no
responsibility for our management of client portfolios or our other
advice or services. Sterling Advisors pays TD Ameritrade an ongoing fee for each successful client referral. This fee is usually a
percentage (not to exceed 25%) of the advisory fee that the client
pays to Sterling Advisors (“Solicitation Fee”).
Sterling Advisors will also pay TD Ameritrade a Solicitation Fee on
any advisory fees paid to us from any of a referred client’s family
members, including a spouse, child or any other immediate family
member who resides with the referred client and hired us on the
recommendation of such referred client.
Sterling Advisors will not charge clients referred through
AdvisorDirect any fees or costs higher than our standard fee
schedule offered to our clients or otherwise pass Solicitation Fees
paid to TD Ameritrade to Sterling Advisors clients.
For information regarding additional or other fees paid directly or
indirectly to TD Ameritrade, please refer to the TD Ameritrade
AdvisorDirect Disclosure and Acknowledgement Form.
Sterling Advisors participation in AdvisorDirect raises potential
conflicts of interest. TD Ameritrade will most likely refer clients
through AdvisorDirect to investment advisors that encourage their
clients to custody their assets at TD Ameritrade and whose client
accounts are profitable to TD Ameritrade.
Consequently, in order to obtain client referrals from TD
Ameritrade, Sterling Advisors has an incentive to recommend to
clients that they custody their assets with TD Ameritrade and to
place transactions for client accounts with TD Ameritrade.
In addition, Sterling Advisors has agreed not to solicit clients
referred to us through AdvisorDirect to transfer their accounts from
TD Ameritrade or to establish brokerage or custody accounts at
other custodians, except when its fiduciary duties require doing so.
Sterling Advisors participation in AdvisorDirect does not diminish
our duty to put the interest of our clients first.

Item 15 – Custody
The Firm may have custody of certain securities held by Client
Accounts in our Programs. As part of its clearing function, the Firm
is responsible for transmitting monthly account statements to Client
Accounts.
Other than for Sterling Advisors clients, who do not participate in
any of the Firm’s wrap programs, on an exception only basis at the
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request of the client, a third party custodian other than the Firm
may be used. For clients choosing to use a third party custodian,
they may be subject to additional custodial fees charged by and
collected by their respective third party custodian. Clients who use
a third party custodian will be charged for custodian fees within the
wrap program in addition to any fee assessed by their respective
third party custodian.
As discussed in Item 12 above, Sterling Advisors allows clients to
use third party brokers and custodians. In such case clients will be
charged separate brokerage and custodial fees that are collected
by their respective third party custodian, or broker. Clients are
encouraged to compare the account statement received from
qualified custodians and the statements provided by the Firm. For
tax and other purposes, the custodial statement is the official record
of your account(s) and assets.

Item 16 – Investment Discretion
For a discussion of Investment Discretion within our Programs, see
Items 4B and 12 above.

Item 17 – Voting Client Securities (i.e., Proxy Voting)
For UMAP, UMAP Select, CHOICE, and Sterling Advisors accounts
where the Firm votes proxies, clients may obtain a copy of the
Firm’s Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures which may be
updated from time to time upon request by using the address or
telephone number on the front page of this Brochure, Attn: Chief
Compliance officer or contacting your Investment Advisor. In
addition, Client will be provided information on how the proxies
were voted by the manager upon request of the Investment
Adviser.

Item 18 – Financial Information
The Firm does not charge or solicit pre-payment of fees by clients
six months or more in advance. It will bill fees in advance each
quarter. The Firm is not aware of any financial conditions or events
which are reasonably likely to impair its ability to meet its
contractual commitments to its clients.

Item 19
Advisers

–

Requirements

for

State‐Registered

N/A
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ADV Form 2A, Appendix 1
Wrap Fee Programs Brochure
BB&T Securities, LLC
901 East Byrd Street
Riverfront Plaza/West Tower
Richmond, VA 23219
800-643-1811
www.bbtsecurities.com
March 24, 2017

Appendix 1, Wrap Fee Programs Brochure
2.

This is our annual amendment update which we have filed on
the SEC’s Investment Advisers Public Discourse Website
(IAPD). www/adviser.info.sec.gov.

3.

There were no material changes to our Form ADV Part 2A
Firm Brochure or Appendix 1 Wrap Fee Programs Brochure
with this filing.

4.

We may, at any time, update this Brochure, which you can
download from the above SEC Website. You may contact
Kenneth Manning in the Financial Products and Services
department at (804) 787-8211, regarding any questions you
have about the Brochure or its contents.

Item 1 – Cover Page
Form ADV, Part 2A, Appendix 1, our “Wrap Fee Programs
Brochure” or “Brochure” for the Firm’s wrap fee programs: the
Unified Managed Account Program (“UMAP”), the Unified Managed
Account Program Select (“UMAP Select”), the CHOICE Portfolios
(“CHOICE”), the Professional Management Program (“PMP”), the
S&S Advisor Account Program (“S&S Advisor”), and the Spectrum
Investment Program (“Spectrum”), as required by the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940 is a very important document between Clients
(you, your) and BB&T Securities, LLC (we, us, our, the “Firm”).
This Brochure provides information about the qualifications
and business practices of the Firm and the services relevant
to our Wrap Fee Programs. If you have any questions about
the contents of this Brochure, please contact us at (804) 7878211. The information in this Brochure has not been approved
or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) or by any State Securities Authority.
Additional information about the Firm is also available at the
SEC’s investment advisers public disclosure website
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov (click on the link, select “investment
adviser firm” and type in our Firm name). Results will provide
you both Part 1 and 2 of our Form ADV.
We are a registered investment adviser with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Our registration as an Investment Adviser
does not imply a certain level of skill or training. The oral and
written communications we provide to you, including this Brochure,
are information you can use to evaluate us and our Wrap Fee
Programs. These communications are factors you can use in your
decision to hire us or to continue to maintain a mutually beneficial
relationship with us.

Item 3 – Table of Contents
Item 1 – Cover Page ................................................................................................ 1
Item 2 – Material Changes ...................................................................................... 1
Item 3 – Table of Contents ...................................................................................... 1
Item 4 – Services, Fees and Compensation ........................................................ 1
Item 5 – Account Requirement and Types of Clients ....................................... 12
Item 6 – Portfolio Manager Selection and Evaluation ...................................... 13
Item 7 – Client Information Provided to Portfolio Manager ............................. 15
Item 8 – Client Contact with Portfolio Manager ................................................. 15
Item 9 – Disciplinary Information .......................................................................... 16
Item 10 – Requirements for State-Registered Advisers .................................. 18

Item 4 – Services, Fees and Compensation
1. Services

Item 2 – Material Changes
1.

We discuss below only material changes which we believe are
important in terms of disclosure since the Firm’s last filing of
our Form ADV Part 2A Brochure and Appendix 1 Wrap Fee
Programs Brochure on January 5, 2017, which was filed on
the SEC’s Investment Advisers Public Disclosure Website
(IAPD), www.adviser.info.sec.gov.
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The Firm offers the following Wrap Fee Programs: the
Unified Managed Account Program (“UMAP”), the Unified
Managed Account Program Select (“UMAP Select”), the
CHOICE Portfolios (“CHOICE”), the Professional
Management Program (“PMP”), the S&S Advisor Account
Program (“S&S Advisor”), and the Spectrum Investment
Program (“Spectrum”)
The Firm offers investment advice in the areas of equity
and debt securities, warrants, commercial paper,
certificates of deposit, municipal securities, mutual funds,
variable annuities, government securities, options
contracts on securities, futures contracts on physical

commodities and intangibles, commodity pools, options on
futures contracts, and structured products.
The Firm utilizes charting, fundamental and technical
methods of securities analysis for long-term and shortterm investing, trading, short sales, margin transactions
and option writing including covered options, uncovered
options or spreading strategies.
The Firm’s main sources of information include financial
newspapers and magazines, research materials prepared
by others, corporate rating services, annual reports,
prospectuses and filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission and company press releases.
If a Client’s account is subject to the provisions of ERISA,
the Firm represents that it is a fiduciary as defined in that
Act in performing its duties under the applicable
Agreement.
When opening an account in any of the Wrap Fee
Programs above, the Firm’s and any Manager’s
understanding of the Client’s current investment objectives
and investment restrictions is based upon the information
provided by the Client to the Firm. Also, Client agrees to
provide the Firm such additional information as the Firm
may request from time to time to assist the Firm in
managing the Account. The Firm has relied and will
continue to rely on the information provided. This
information is important for the management of the
Account.
The quality of the investment advisory services to be
rendered by the Firm under the Client Agreement are
dependent upon the accuracy of the data and information
supplied by the Client for the Firm’s analysis and use in
delivering its services. The Firm is under no affirmative
duty to independently verify or audit any of such data or
information. The Client will promptly notify the Firm of any
change in the Client's investment objectives or financial
condition that may affect the manner in which the Account
assets should be invested. Based on that information, the
Financial Advisor may recommend other investment
strategies or investments
Clients have the ability to impose reasonable restrictions
on the management of the Account, including the
designation of particular securities or types of securities
that should not be purchased for the Account, or that
should be sold if held in the Account. The Firm will forward
these instructions to your Manager, if applicable. If the
Firm or your Manager believes the instructions are
unreasonable or if the Firm or your Manager believes that
the instructions are inappropriate, the Firm will notify you
that unless the instructions are modified you may be
required to select an alternate Manager or cancel the
Account.
The Firm will maintain custody of the assets held in the
Account(s). The Firm , as custodian, will, at no additional
charge, credit the Account with dividends and interest paid
on securities and with principal paid on sold securities and
with proceeds of called or matured securities in the
Account.
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On an exception-only basis at the request of the client, a
third-party custodian other than the Firm may be used. For
those clients choosing to use a third-party custodian, they
may be subject to additional custodial fees charged by and
collected by their respective third-party custodian. Those
clients who use a third-party custodian will be charged for
custodian fees within the wrap program in addition to any
fee assessed by their respective third-party custodian.
The Firm will send the Client confirmations of Account
transactions and monthly statements summarizing
Account positions and portfolio value. It is the Client’s
responsibility to review this material and report any
discrepancies to the Financial Advisor as soon as
possible. Other than for S&S Advisor accounts, the Client
may elect not to receive a confirmation for each securities
transaction, which election may be rescinded at any time.
Any discrepancy not objected to in writing by the Client
within 30 days of receipt will be binding upon the Client.
In valuing the Account, the Firm will use the closing prices
and/or mean bid and ask prices of the last recorded
transaction for listed securities and over-the-counter
Nasdaq securities. In so doing, the Firm will utilize
information provided to it by quotation services believed to
be reliable. If any such prices are unavailable or believed
to be unreliable, the Firm will determine the price in good
faith so as to reflect its understanding of fair market value.
The Firm and its affiliates manage or provide advice to
Accounts for many types of Clients and also engage in a
broad range of other research, advisory, brokerage, and
investment banking activities. The same may be true for
your chosen Manager. The advice given to, or action
taken for, any other Client or Account, including the Firm’s
or Manager’s own Accounts, may differ from that provided
to your Account. In particular, transactions effected in your
Account may differ from those in other such Accounts or
from the advice provided by the Firm’s Financial Advisors
or the Firm’s research department. Nothing in the Program
Agreement shall be deemed to impose upon the Firm or
Manager any obligation to purchase or sell, or recommend
for purchase or sale, for the Account, any security or other
property which the Firm or its affiliates, or Manager, may
purchase or sell for their own Accounts or for the Accounts
of any other Client. The Firm or Manager may purchase
securities for its own Accounts that are purchased for the
Accounts of its Clients.
The Firm and any Manager may occasionally acquire
confidential information in the course of its business. If that
occurs, the Firm and Manager will not, of course, be able
to divulge it or act upon this information for the Account.
The Firm and Manager are under no obligation to execute
any transaction for the Account which it believes to be
improper under applicable law, rule, or regulation.
The Firm will not act on Client’s behalf or render advice in
legal proceedings, including bankruptcy proceedings,
involving the Account or the securities in it. Client will be
sent the information and documents that the Firm has
received for distribution to customers to help Client take
whatever action Client deems advisable. The Client shall

determine whether or not to participate in any class action
lawsuits.
Free credit cash balances resulting from sales, cash
deposits, or interest or dividend credits (that is, cash that
may be withdrawn from the Account without resulting
interest changes) will automatically be swept on a daily
basis into the Firm’s Insured Deposit Program (IDP)
providing FDIC insurance for all eligible cash balances or,
in some cases, into shares of a money market fund made
available by the Firm at their then current net asset value.
The Firm and its affiliates may have agreements to
provide advisory, administrative, distribution, and other
services to the money market fund used in the Account
and receive compensation as a result of those services. If
a Client is a shareholder of a money market fund, then in
addition to fees that Client pays to the Firm as part of this
Program, Client will bear a proportionate share of the
money market fund’s expenses which may include the
investment management fees that are paid to the fund’s
investment advisor, which, as stated above, may be the
Firm or its affiliates. We ask that you refer to the
prospectus or statement of additional information provided
for a more complete description of the applicable fund and
its operation.
All trading in the Account is at Client’s risk and that the
value of the Account is subject to a variety of factors
including the liquidity and volatility of the securities
markets. The investment performance of any kind can
never be guaranteed by the Firm or a Manager. No
representation has been made by the Firm or Manager
that success can be assured in any transaction or that the
Account will prove profitable.
Consistent with the Firm’s duty to the Client to seek and
obtain best execution on securities transactions, most
securities transactions will be effected with and through
the Firm. Any principal and agency cross transactions will
be effected through the Firm only to the extent and in the
manner permitted by applicable law, rules and regulations.
In any case, the Firm receives no additional brokerage
execution compensation for the account. With respect to
securities transactions effected through the Firm, the Firm
may aggregate contemporaneous purchase or sell orders
for the same securities with orders of other customers in
accordance with applicable legal and regulatory
guidelines.
The Firm may purchase or sell the same security for a
number of clients at the same time. Because of market
fluctuations, the prices obtained on such transactions
within a single day may vary substantially. In such a case,
transactions in the same security for a number of
customers may be "batched" to allocate more fairly those
market fluctuations among clients. In these circumstances,
the confirmations and statements for each client's
transaction may show that the transaction was effected at
a price equal to the average execution price for all
transactions in that security on that day. In addition, the
Firm may buy or sell securities for its own account that it
recommends to clients and may profit from such
transactions.
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By executing a customer agreement (“Agreement”), Client
consents to the investment by the Firm of all or part of the
Client’s taxable Account in mutual funds or models
advised by Sterling Capital Management, an affiliate of the
Firm. Such consent may be revoked by Client at any time.
To be effective, any such revocation must be delivered to
the Firm in writing. Client’s account will only be invested in
mutual funds advised by Sterling Capital Management if
and to the extent such mutual funds satisfy the criteria for
inclusion in the model portfolio designated by Client.
Sterling Capital Management receives a fee from these
funds for the advisory services it provides that is separate
from the fee paid by the Client to the Firm under this
account. The Firm and Sterling Capital Management are
both subsidiaries of BB&T Corporation. When the Firm
invests a client account in a fund managed by Sterling
Capital Management, the BB&T enterprise, as a whole,
receives more revenue than would be received if the Firm
invested a client account in a fund managed by non BB&T
affiliated fund managers.
A portion of the wrap fee compensates the Firm for
custody, clearance and settlement activities that are
undertaken by the Firm even where a Manager chooses to
place the trade through a broker-dealer other than the
Firm. When Managers place trades through other brokerdealers, clients pay more for execution. Costs arising out
of transactions effected by entities other than the Firm will
be separately borne by Clients. The total net price paid for
bonds or equities could exceed the net price the Firm
might have obtained, acting as agent. Managers of fixed
income portfolios have historically placed more trades
through other broker-dealers than equity managers.
Clients should read the disclosures related to the Firm
program in which they enroll and also the disclosures of
their chosen independent investment adviser (particularly
those disclosures regarding best execution, since those
independent investment adviser are responsible for best
execution and control brokerage selection on behalf of
their clients).
Client may terminate the Agreement within five (5)
business days of its execution and receive a full refund of
all pre-paid fees. Thereafter, either party may terminate
the Agreement at any time and for any reason by notifying
the other in writing and termination will become effective
upon receipt of this written notice. However, termination
will not affect either party’s responsibilities under the
Agreement for previously initiated transactions or for
balances due in the Account or for any fees and amounts
owed.
Upon the termination of the Agreement, Client assumes
the exclusive responsibility to direct and monitor the
securities in the Account and the Firm will have no further
obligation to act or advise with respect to those assets or
to liquidate the positions held in the Account under the
Agreement. Fees paid in advance hereunder will be
prorated to the date of termination, and any unearned
portion thereof will be refunded to Client.
Upon Termination, Clients may request that their Account
positions be liquidated utilizing market orders. All Client
requests to liquidate Account positions must be in writing.

If termination is initiated by the client, the written request
to liquidate must be made in the writing terminating the
Agreement. If termination is initiated by the Firm, the
written request to liquidate must be made within five (5)
business days of receipt of the Firm’s notice of
termination.
All timely requests to liquidate positions from the
Account within the first twelve months of the
inception of this Agreement shall be subject to
commissions according to and consistent with the
rates customarily charged by the Firm in an ordinary
transaction-based,
non-discretionary
brokerage
account.
All timely requests to liquidate positions from the
Account after twelve months of the inception of this
Agreement, shall not be subject to commissions;
however, certain unit investment trusts and mutual funds
may impose redemption fees in certain circumstances as
stated in each trust or fund prospectus.
Securities liquidations may result in tax consequences that
should be discussed with your tax advisor. The Firm does
not, and will not, provide tax advice. Upon termination of
the Account or transfer of the advisory share class into a
retail brokerage account, you authorize the Firm to revert,
at our discretion, the advisory share class to the mutual
fund’s primary share class, typically A shares, without
incurring a commission or load without your prior consent.
Client understands that the primary share class generally
has higher operating expenses than the advisory share
class which may negatively affect performance.
Should the necessary securities markets be unavailable,
efforts to trade will be done as soon as possible following
their reopening. The Firm shall not be responsible for
market fluctuations in your Account from time of written
notice until liquidation.
This Agreement will terminate upon notification of your
death. Certain mutual fund shares may be required to be
redeemed as part of the Account termination, as stated in
their prospectus.

A. Unified Managed Account Program
The Firm offers the Unified Managed Account Program
(“UMAP” or the “Program”) to assist clients, both
individuals and institutions (such as pension and profit
sharing plans, trusts, estates, or charitable organizations,
corporations and other business entities), to clarify their
investment needs and to obtain professional asset
management for a convenient single "wrap" fee.
The Firm offers UMAP as a wrap-fee program, i.e., a
program under which a client is charged a specified fee or
fees, not based directly upon transactions in a client’s
account for investment advisory services (which may
include portfolio management or advice concerning the
selection of other investment advisors) and execution of
client transactions.
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UMAP is a discretionary account which incorporates
various investment products including: manager model
portfolios, separate account managers, mutual funds and
ETFs. In the Program you retain the ability to select one or
more manager models (“Models”), and/or separate
account managers (the “Manager”) who will manage your
discretionary account. Where Models, mutual funds,
and/or ETFs have been selected, the Firm will maintain
trading authority and discretion. Where Managers have
been selected, the Manager will maintain trading authority
and discretion.
The Firm offers Financial Advisor discretionary services to
manage the Client’s asset allocation, investment products,
Model and Manager selection within UMAP. The Client
may elect to delegate discretion to a Firm Financial
Advisor. Where this has been selected, the Client’s Firm
Financial Advisor will have discretion over the asset
allocation, Models, Managers, mutual funds, ETFs and
other investment products that make up the Account. The
Firm’s Financial Advisors that participate in this Program
must meet certain qualifications and not all Firm Financial
Advisors qualify. In the event that a Financial Advisor is
removed from the Program, or leaves the Firm, the Client
account will be re-assigned to another Financial Advisor in
the Program.
At account inception, Client may elect not to receive proxy
and annual reports for the holdings in the Account, which
election may be rescinded at any time. Upon request,
Client will be provided with a copy of the Firm’s proxy
voting policies and procedures which may be updated
from time to time. In addition, Client will be provided
information on how the proxies were voted by the Firm
upon request of the Investment Adviser.
Subject to any other written instructions by the Client, the
Client authorizes the Firm to vote proxies consistent with
its proxy voting policies and procedures and act on the
Client's behalf in regard to any other corporate matters
regarding securities in the Client's account(s), including
the tendering of securities or interest coupons in response
to offers, calls or redemptions or with respect to the
exercise of conversion rights, subscription rights or other
options relating to the investments in the Account. Subject
to client delivery of any other required documentation, the
Firm may receive all shareholder communications,
including proxy statements and proxies. Upon request,
Client will be provided with a copy of the Firm’s proxy
voting policies and procedures which may be updated
from time to time. In addition, Client will be provided
information on how the proxies were voted by the Firm
upon request of the Investment Adviser. The Firm is only
responsible for dealing with those shareholder
communications received in a timely manner.
1.

Manager Models

In UMAP, you retain the ability to select one or more
manager models (“Models”), mutual funds and/or ETFs
for the purposes of selecting and customizing a blended
portfolio. The Firm has retained investment portfolios
provided by approved registered investment advisors
(“Alpha Providers”) who make recommendations for

purchases and sales of securities based upon specific
investment objectives and guidelines. Client must
designate the Model(s) it selects to provide investment
recommendations to the Firm with respect to the Account,
and a separate (“Subaccount”) will be established for the
assets allocated to each Model selected by the Client in
the Program. The Firm, and not the Alpha Provider, will
construct and manage the Account and Subaccounts
under the Program. The Alpha Provider’s responsibilities
are limited as set forth in the terms and conditions of the
Alpha Provider and FDX Advisors Inc. agreement. The
Firm has retained FDX Advisors Inc. to provide certain
services which enable the Firm to offer the Program.
The Firm will manage the Account and the Client has no
contractual relationship with any Alpha Provider. The Firm
will seek to manage the Account and Subaccount in a
manner consistent with the recommendations provided by
the Alpha Provider, but the Firm may deviate, in its
discretion, from such recommendations. As a result of the
Firm’s overlay management process, the Account and/or
Subaccount may vary from the model portfolio. Because
information regarding the composition of the investment
recommendations and any updates thereto may be
communicated to the Firm on a delayed basis, Alpha
Providers may have taken action or advised other Clients,
its affiliates and their respective partners, directors,
officers and employees with respect to changes in the
investment
recommendations
before
making
recommendations or communicating this information to the
Firm. As a result, Alpha Providers and/or their related
persons likely will have already commenced trading for
their or their other Clients’ accounts before the Firm has
received or had the opportunity to evaluate or act on the
Alpha Providers’ recommendations. In this circumstance,
trades ultimately placed by the Firm for Clients may
receive prices that are more or less favorable than the
prices obtained by the Alpha Providers, their related
persons or their other Clients for their Accounts.
The Firm reserves the right to terminate an Alpha Provider
from this Program at any time and for any reason. In
addition, each Alpha Provider may resign from
participation in this Program. The Firm may retain and
terminate any Alpha Provider with respect to any Account
in this Program. Upon the termination or resignation of an
Alpha Provider, the Firm will notify the affected Client of
such event and Client will be responsible for promptly
selecting a new Alpha Provider, mutual fund or ETF as a
replacement in the respective Account. Any failure to
promptly select such replacement may result in the
Account being re-assigned to a new Model selected by the
Firm or may result in the Account’s termination from the
Program in the event that a suitable alternative Model is
not available. Should the Firm re-assign the Account to a
new Model, the Firm will provide written notice to the
Client.
2.

Separate Account Managers

In UMAP, clients retain the ability to select one or more
separate account managers (the “Manager”) who will
manage the client’s discretionary Account. The Firm will,
among other things, provide clients with certain services
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as a broker/dealer and investment advisor as described
below. In the instance where the Client has chosen a
Separate Account Manager, the Firm will not manage the
client’s Account or provide discretionary trading in the
client’s Account because these services will be provided
by the Manager. The Firm will initiate the steps necessary,
including the receipt of investment funds, to open the
Account and will be available on an ongoing basis to
receive deposit and withdrawal instructions, and to convey
any changes in your financial circumstances or investment
objectives to your Manager.
The decision to retain any particular Manager rests with
the Client. The Firm will assist the Client in establishing
appropriate investment objectives and will recommend
and engage one or more Managers to provide continuous
discretionary investment management to the Client. Client
will have no obligation to select or to use any Manager
recommended by the Firm, however, once a Manager has
been selected by Client, each Manager must first agree to
accept the management of the Account subject to any
restrictions requested by Client.
The Firm does not assume responsibility for any
Manager’s investment decisions or performance or
compliance with applicable laws or regulations or any
other matters within that Manager’s control. The Firm’s
relationship with your Manager is governed by a separate
agreement between the Firm and your Manager.
The Firm reserves the right to terminate a Manager from
UMAP at any time and for any reason. In addition, each
Manager may resign from participation in UMAP. The Firm
may retain and terminate any Manager with respect to any
Account in UMAP. Upon the termination or resignation of a
Manager, the Firm will notify the affected Client of such
event and Client will be responsible for promptly selecting
a new Manager to manage the Account. Any failure to
timely select a new Manager may result in the Account
being re-assigned to a new Manager selected by the Firm
or may result in the Account’s termination from UMAP in
the event that a suitable alternative manager is not
available. Should the Firm re-assign the Account to a new
Manager the Firm will provide written notice to the Client.
In sum, the Manager will buy, sell or otherwise trade
securities or other investments in the Account in
accordance with the Manager’s investment style/discipline
and subject to the Client’s reasonable restrictions without
discussing these transactions with the Client in advance.
The Client also authorizes the Firm and Manager to take
any other necessary action in connection with the opening
and maintenance of the Account, the completion and
payment of transactions in the Account and the fulfillment
of all other obligations hereunder. This authorization shall
inure to the benefit of any designee or successor
corporation of the Firm and the Manager, respectively, and
shall be binding upon the Client’s heirs, executors,
successors and assignees.
B. Unified Managed Account Program Select
The Firm offers the Unified Managed Account Program
Select (“UMAP Select” or the “Program”) to assist clients,

both individuals and institutions (such as pension and
profit sharing plans, trusts, estates, or charitable
organizations, corporations and other business entities), to
clarify their investment needs and to obtain professional
asset management for a convenient single "wrap" fee.
The Firm offers UMAP Select as a wrap-fee program, i.e.,
a program under which a client is charged a specified fee
or fees, not based directly upon transactions in a client’s
account for investment advisory services (which may
include portfolio management or advice concerning the
selection of other investment advisors) and execution of
client transactions.
UMAP Select is a non-discretionary account which
incorporates various investment products including:
manager model portfolios, separate account managers,
mutual funds and ETFs. In the Program you retain the
ability to select one or more manager models (“Models”),
and/or separate account managers (the “Manager”), and
the allocation of assets between the selected
models/managers, who will manage your account with
discretion to carry out trading activities. Where Models,
mutual funds, and/or ETFs have been selected, the Firm
will trade the portfolio as recommended by the model
managers within its internal procedure guidelines. Where
Managers have been selected, the Manager will maintain
trading authority and discretion. In all cases, client
maintains discretion over allocation changes and any
model, manager, mutual fund or ETF changes.
At account inception, Client may elect not to receive proxy
and annual reports for the holdings in the Account, which
election may be rescinded at any time. Upon request,
Client will be provided with a copy of the Firm’s proxy
voting policies and procedures which may be updated
from time to time. In addition, Client will be provided
information on how the proxies were voted by the Firm
upon request of the Investment Adviser.
Subject to any other written instructions by the Client, the
Client authorizes the Firm to vote proxies consistent with
its proxy voting policies and procedures and act on the
Client's behalf in regard to any other corporate matters
regarding securities in the Client's account(s), including
the tendering of securities or interest coupons in response
to offers, calls or redemptions or with respect to the
exercise of conversion rights, subscription rights or other
options relating to the investments in the Account. Subject
to client delivery of any other required documentation, the
Firm may receive all shareholder communications,
including proxy statements and proxies. Upon request,
Client will be provided with a copy of the Firm’s proxy
voting policies and procedures which may be updated
from time to time. In addition, Client will be provided
information on how the proxies were voted by the Firm
upon request of the Investment Adviser. The Firm is only
responsible for dealing with those shareholder
communications received in a timely manner.
1. Manager Models
In UMAP Select, you maintain discretion over the selection
of one or more manager models (“Models”), mutual funds
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and/or ETFs for the purposes of selecting and customizing
a blended portfolio. The Firm has retained investment
portfolios provided by approved registered investment
advisors
(“Alpha
Providers”)
who
make
recommendations for purchases and sales of securities
based upon specific investment objectives and guidelines.
Client must designate the Model(s) it selects to provide
investment recommendations to the Firm with respect to
the Account, and a separate (“Subaccount”) will be
established for the assets allocated to each Model
selected by the Client in the Program. The Firm, and not
the Alpha Provider, will construct and manage the Account
and Subaccounts under the Program. The Alpha
Provider’s responsibilities are limited as set forth in the
terms and conditions of the Alpha Provider and FDX
Advisors Inc. agreement. The Firm has retained FDX
Advisors Inc. to provide certain services which enable the
Firm to offer the Program.
The Firm will manage the Account and the Client has no
contractual relationship with any Alpha Provider. The Firm
will seek to manage the Account and Subaccount in a
manner consistent with the recommendations provided by
the Alpha Provider, but the Firm may deviate, in its
discretion, from such recommendations. As a result of the
Firm’s overlay management process, the Account and/or
Subaccount may vary from the model portfolio. Because
information regarding the composition of the investment
recommendations and any updates thereto may be
communicated to the Firm on a delayed basis, Alpha
Providers may have taken action or advised other Clients,
its affiliates and their respective partners, directors,
officers and employees with respect to changes in the
investment
recommendations
before
making
recommendations or communicating this information to the
Firm. As a result, Alpha Providers and/or their related
persons likely will have already commenced trading for
their or their other Clients’ accounts before the Firm has
received or had the opportunity to evaluate or act on the
Alpha Providers’ recommendations. In this circumstance,
trades ultimately placed by the Firm for Clients may
receive prices that are more or less favorable than the
prices obtained by the Alpha Providers, their related
persons or their other Clients for their Accounts.
The Firm reserves the right to terminate an Alpha Provider
from this Program at any time and for any reason. In
addition, each Alpha Provider may resign from
participation in this Program. The Firm may retain and
terminate any Alpha Provider with respect to any Account
in this Program. Upon the termination or resignation of an
Alpha Provider, the Firm will notify the affected Client of
such event and Client will be responsible for promptly
selecting a new Alpha Provider, mutual fund or ETF in
writing as a replacement in the respective Account. Any
failure to promptly select such replacement may result in
the Account being terminated from the Program.
2. Separate Account Managers
In UMAP Select, you maintain discretion over the selection
of separate account managers (the “Manager”) who will
manage the client’s Account. The Firm will, among other
things, provide clients with certain services as a

broker/dealer and investment advisor as described below.
In the instance where the Client has chosen a Separate
Account Manager, the Firm will not manage the client’s
Account or provide discretionary trading in the client’s
Account because these services will be provided by the
Manager. The Firm will initiate the steps necessary,
including the receipt of investment funds, to open the
Account and will be available on an ongoing basis to
receive deposit and withdrawal instructions, and to convey
any changes in your financial circumstances or investment
objectives to your Manager.
The decision to retain any particular Manager rests with
the Client. The Firm will assist the Client in establishing
appropriate investment objectives and will recommend
and engage Managers to provide continuous discretionary
investment management to the Client. Client will have no
obligation to select or to use any Manager recommended
by the Firm, however, once a Manager has been selected
by Client, each Manager must first agree to accept the
management of the Account subject to any restrictions
requested by Client.
The Firm does not assume responsibility for any
Manager’s investment decisions or performance or
compliance with applicable laws or regulations or any
other matters within that Manager’s control. The Firm’s
relationship with your Manager is governed by a separate
agreement between the Firm and your Manager.
The Firm reserves the right to terminate a Manager from
UMAP Select at any time and for any reason. In addition,
each Manager may resign from participation in UMAP
Select. The Firm may retain and terminate any Manager
with respect to any Account in UMAP Select. Upon the
termination or resignation of a Manager, the Firm will
notify the affected Client of such event and Client will be
responsible for promptly selecting a new Manager to
manage the Account. Any failure to timely select a new
Manager may result in the Account being terminated from
UMAP Select.
In sum, the Manager will buy, sell or otherwise trade
securities or other investments in the Account in
accordance with the Manager’s investment style/discipline
and subject to the Client’s reasonable restrictions without
discussing these transactions with the Client in advance.
The Client also authorizes the Firm and Manager to take
any other necessary action in connection with the opening
and maintenance of the Account, the completion and
payment of transactions in the Account and the fulfillment
of all other obligations hereunder. This authorization shall
inure to the benefit of any designee or successor
corporation of the Firm and the Manager, respectively, and
shall be binding upon the Client’s heirs, executors,
successors and assignees.
C.

Professional Management Program

The Firm offers the Professional Management Program
(“PMP” or the “Program”) to assist clients, both individuals
and institutions (such as pension and profit sharing plans,
trusts, estates, or charitable organizations, corporations
and other business entities), to clarify their investment
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needs and to obtain professional asset management for a
convenient single "wrap" fee.
Through the Firm’s PMP, certain selected, qualifying
Financial Advisors provide investment advisory services to
client accounts on a discretionary basis. PMP Financial
Advisors develop disciplined portfolios based on certain
established PMP guidelines, the client’s investment
objectives, and individual client needs as established in
investment portfolio and strategy criteria. Each PMP client
must provide information to the Firm about the client’s
attitude toward risk and reward, the client’s current
financial situation and any specific constraints that might
affect investment decisions for the client.
D. CHOICE Portfolios
CHOICE Portfolios ("CHOICE") provides investment
advisory services to client accounts on a discretionary
basis using one or more of six portfolios created and
managed by Sterling Capital Management LLC,
(“Sterling”), a subsidiary of BB&T Corporation.
The Firm will assess the Client’s suitability to invest in one
or more of the portfolios created and managed by Sterling,
and to assist the client with allocation of the Client’s
account between one or more of the Sterling portfolios. On
an ongoing basis, the Firm will monitor the Client’s
allocation between the Sterling portfolios to ensure that
the allocations remain consistent with the Client’s stated
investment objectives.
In addition, the Firm will
periodically review Sterling’s portfolios to ensure that the
investments made in the portfolios are consistent with the
descriptions of the portfolio strategies that were provided
to Clients.
The Firm will not engage in discretionary trading in the
Client’s account because this service will be provided by
Sterling. The Firm will initiate the steps necessary,
including the receipt of investment funds, to open Client’s
account, and will be available on an ongoing basis to
receive deposit and withdrawal instructions, and to convey
any changes in the Client’s financial circumstances or
investment objectives to Sterling.
The Firm does not assume responsibility for Sterling’s
investment decisions or performance or compliance with
applicable laws or regulations or any other matters within
that Sterling’s control. The Firm’s relationship with Sterling
is governed by a separate agreement between the Firm
and Sterling.
The six portfolios that Sterling manages are the: Equity
Income Portfolio, Leaders Portfolio, Special Opportunities
Portfolio, SMID Portfolio, Insight Portfolio and/or
Enhanced Equity Portfolio. The Equity Income Portfolio is
primarily a larger-cap portfolio focused on increasing
dividend payouts; the Special Opportunities Portfolio is
multi-cap, multi-style focused on stock selection; the
Enhanced Equity Portfolio is a portfolio that manages risk
through the use of covered call writing; the SMID Portfolio
concentrates on small- and mid-cap stocks; the Insight
Portfolio focuses on corporate insiders’ stock purchasing
activity or existing ownership based on SEC filings; and

the Leaders Portfolio primarily consists of larger cap
equities that are seen as industry leaders.

authority with respect to the Account and shall
execute only transactions directed by the Client.

Sterling will buy, sell or otherwise trade securities or other
investments in Client’s account in accordance with their
investment style/discipline and subject to the Client’s
reasonable restrictions
without discussing these
transactions with the Client in advance. As a general
matter, the Firm considers it appropriate to use its own
execution services for the purchase and sale of securities
involved through the CHOICE portfolios. The Client also
authorizes the Firm and Sterling to take any other
necessary action in connection with the opening and
maintenance of their account, the completion and payment
of transactions in the account and the fulfillment of all
other obligations hereunder. This authorization shall inure
to the benefit of any designee or successor corporation of
the Firm and Sterling, respectively, and shall be binding
upon the Client’s heirs, executors, successors and
assignees.

A Firm Financial Advisor will be available to the Client,
during normal business hours, for consultation regarding
the Account. At least annually, the Client and the Financial
Advisor will meet together (in person or by phone) to
review and analyze the Account, Investment Guidelines,
asset allocation, and other relevant factors and
circumstances in order to assess what, if any, changes are
to be made in the management of the Account.

At account inception, Client may elect not to receive proxy
and annual reports for the holdings in the account, which
election may be rescinded at any time. Upon request,
client will be provided with a copy of our proxy voting
policies and procedures which may be updated from time
to time. In addition, client will be provided information on
how the proxies were voted upon request.
E. S&S Advisor Account Program
The Firm offers the S&S Advisor account program (“S&S
Advisor”), which is a fee-based account program where for
a single asset-based fee clients receive advisory services
as well as traditional brokerage services. The traditional
brokerage services include, but are not limited to, trading,
custody, and research. Advisory services may include:
client education, investment planning, asset allocation,
portfolio review, portfolio rebalancing, manager/stock
research and monitoring, portfolio construction, risk
tolerance analysis, and setting investment objectives. S&S
Advisor is a non-discretionary advisory program subject to
the rules and requirements of the Investment Advisers Act
of 1940.
The Client may choose to develop an investment strategy
in either of the following ways:
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The Firm’s responsibility in connection with the Client's
selection of investments shall be to consult with the Client,
based on the Client's Investment Guidelines, as to which
investment strategy would be most compatible with the
Client's investment objectives and needs and as to which
investment would be most compatible with the investment
strategy selected by the Client. The Firm shall not be
responsible for the performance of any selected
investment. The Firm has the right and authority to
remove any investment from S&S Advisor upon at least
thirty days' prior written notice to the Client.
The Client, in conjunction with the Financial Advisor, may
choose a strategy that includes asset allocation, that is,
assignment of a percentage of the overall value of the
Account to each asset class. If the strategy includes asset
allocation, it may also include a fund allocation, that is, an
assignment of a percentage of the overall value of the
asset class to one or more mutual funds.
In order to implement any investment strategy, the
Financial Advisor may recommend to the Client eligible
securities that may include mutual funds ("mutual funds"),
offered at their net asset value without any front-end or
deferred sales charge, which may also include no load
funds, that the Firm
believes possess investment
characteristics that are consistent with the Client's
Investment Guidelines. If the investment strategy will be
implemented with mutual funds only, the Client shall select
from the various mutual funds and shall specify, in writing,
the mutual funds in which Account assets are to be
invested and the allocation among those mutual funds.
This written fund allocation may subsequently be modified
by the Client orally by notifying the Financial Advisor of the
Client's changes.

a.

The Client provides the Firm
predetermined investment strategy; or

a

The Firm will perform no discretionary acts with respect to
the account of an S&S Advisor client.

b.

The Client, in consultation with
a Financial
Advisor employed by the Firm, determines an
appropriate investment strategy designed to
reflect the Client's investment needs and
objectives identified in the consultation process
(and any additional written guidelines the Client
establishes).

S&S Advisor is not intended for day trading or other
excessive securities or option trading activity, including
trading based on market timing. The Account may be
terminated or frozen, at the Firm's discretion, if these
activities occur. Losses resulting from Client initiated or
Client-directed transactions, including, without limitation,
losses resulting from the frequency of trading, are solely
the Client's responsibility.

c.

The Client has sole discretion whether to accept
or reject a strategy or any specific
recommendation to purchase or redeem
securities. The Firm shall have no discretionary

with
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F. Spectrum Investment Program
The Firm offers the Spectrum Investment Program
(“Spectrum” or the “Program”) to assist certain clients in

the selection of independent investment advisers to
professionally manage client assets. In this investment
advisory capacity, the Firm does not give investment
advice regarding securities in the construction of an
investment portfolio.
The Firm offers Spectrum as a wrap-fee program, i.e., a
program under which a client is charged a specified fee or
fees, not based directly upon transactions in a client’s
account for investment advisory services (which may
include portfolio management or advice concerning the
selection of other investment advisors) and execution of
client transactions.
The Firm will perform no discretionary acts with respect to
the Account and will act in an investment advisory
capacity solely by assisting the client in the selection of an
independent investment adviser. For such clients, the Firm
is appointed as primary broker for the execution of
purchase and sale transactions as directed by the
independent investment adviser managing the client’s
account.
2. Fees
Client pays an Annual Fee in accordance with the fee
schedule outlined below unless otherwise agreed to in
writing. Any agreement to a flat fee to be paid on the
Account’s billable value may result in fees greater than or
less than those that would be incurred in accordance with
the Program fee schedule. The Annual Fee will be
deducted directly from the Account unless the parties
agree otherwise. The Annual Fee, which is payable prorata on a quarterly basis in advance, will compensate the
Firm for investment management as well as custody and
execution services, and no separate Firm brokerage
commissions will be charged. The Annual Fee covers the
services of the Investment Advisor Representative (also
referred to as the Advisor fee) and is described with
specific rates in the services agreement. The Advisor fee
does not include any manager model fees that are
incurred by Client in UMAP, UMAP Select, or CHOICE
Programs. Program fees in UMAP, UMAP Select, and
CHOICE Programs range from .05% to .75% and are
subject to change without notice. Program fees are
assessed to Client account separately from Advisor Fee
and are based on the proportion of the Account that is
allocated to each Manager. Thus, as market values
increase and decrease, the amount charged to Client
account each billing cycle will vary.
The initial Annual Fee will be prorated to cover the period
from the date the Account is opened and approved,
through the end of the then current full calendar quarter.
The initial Annual Fee will be due in full on the day the
Firm opens and approves the Account and will be based
on the opening value of the Account. Thereafter, the
Annual Fee will be based on the Account’s value as
reflected on the quarter month-end statement and will be
due the following business day to cover the next calendar
quarter. Additional assets received into the Account will be
charged a pro-rata Annual Fee based upon the number of
days remaining in the current calendar quarter. No fee
adjustment will be made for partial withdrawals or for
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appreciation or depreciation of the Account within a billing
period. For purposes of calculating the Annual Fee due,
the Account’s value includes the sum of the long market
value of all securities, money market, cash and credit
balances. Margin debit balances and the short market
value of securities held do not reduce the value of the
Account. In accordance with the terms of the individual
Client Agreement, a pro-rata refund of fees charged, less
reasonable administrative and trading costs, will be made
to Client if the Account is closed within a quarterly billing
period.
Since the Annual Fee or Wrap Fee paid by the client
covers all transaction-related costs, the client will not pay
separate commissions for purchases or sales of securities
for the client's account unless the client directs the Firm to
execute transactions in securities with another brokerdealer. Because all transaction related fees are paid for
out of the Annual Fee, the Firm anticipates that it will fulfill
its duty to obtain best price and execution of client orders
by effecting those transactions itself as broker. If the Firm
effects a transaction for a client through another broker,
the net purchase or sale price reflected on client the
confirmations of such trades may reflect brokerage
commissions or dealer "mark-ups" or "mark-downs”
charged by the other broker.
The fee payable pursuant to the Program Agreement does
not cover, and the Client will be additionally responsible
and charged for: commissions, mark-ups, spreads and
other transactional charges on securities transactions
effected with or through brokers and dealers other than
the Firm , interest on debit account balances, where
applicable; the entire public offering price (including
underwriting commissions or discounts) on securities
purchased from an underwriter or dealer involved in a
distribution of securities; bid-ask spreads; odd-lot
differentials; exchange fees, pass-through fees, transfer
taxes on other fees required by law; Individual Retirement
Account (IRA) fees, qualified retirement plan account fees,
postage & handling fees and other account maintenance
fees; the Firm’s usual and customary transaction charges
on the liquidation of assets not eligible for the Program;
management and other fees on open-end, closed-end and
exchange traded mutual funds and UITs; margin interest;
any contingent deferred sales charge assessed by a
Mutual Fund company on the sale or liquidation of a
mutual fund; check reordering cost and fees, if available;
short-term trading charges for purchases and
corresponding redemptions of certain mutual fund shares
(see fund prospectus for details) made within short periods
of time. These short-term trading charges are imposed by
the mutual funds to deter "market timers" who trade in
fund shares.
Clients with mutual funds, exchange traded funds and
investment company products in their portfolios are
effectively paying the Firm and the fund/product advisor
for the management of the Client’s assets. Clients who
place funds/products under the Firm’s management are
therefore subject to both the Firm’s direct management fee
and the indirect management of the mutual fund advisor.
These funds/products may be subject to additional
advisory and other fees and expenses, as set forth in the

respective prospectuses, which are ultimately borne by the
Client. In addition, with respect to certain exchange traded
funds included in certain portfolios and managed
accounts, the manager of the exchange traded fund may
use the Firm in its capacity as broker-dealer to transact
with the exchange traded fund for the purchase and sale
of the securities that comprise the exchange traded fund.
The Firm derives additional revenue from these
transactions.
Client should be aware that the fees charged to the
Account may be higher than those otherwise available if
Client chose to select a separate brokerage service and
negotiate commissions in the absence of the extra
advisory services that the Firm provides. Client should
consider the value of the services that the Firm provides
when making such comparisons. Client should also
consider the amount of anticipated trading activity when
assessing the overall cost of the Program. Fee based
programs typically assume a normal amount of trading
activity and, therefore, under particular circumstances,
prolonged periods of inactivity may result in higher
compensation than if commissions were paid separately
for each transaction. Trading activity can be affected by
several factors, including contributions or withdrawals from
the account, depositing of securities or changes in
investment strategies, mutual funds, ETFs or other
securities. For additional information to help understand
anticipated trading, Client may request from the Financial
Advisor the historical portfolio turnover and number of
holdings for recommended investment model strategies.
The portfolio turnover percentage reflects how active a
manager is in trading the portfolio. Client should discuss
this with Advisor in order to decide which trading structure
is most beneficial. The standard fee schedules set forth
below may be subject to negotiation depending upon a
range of factors, including, but not limited to, account sizes
and overall range of services requested.
The Account assets used to calculate the Quarterly Fee
will include those invested assets transferred into the
Account for which Client may have previously paid a
separate sales charge or load, commission, mark-up,
spread, mutual fund expense, or other cost associated
with acquiring such assets. Transferring such previously
acquired assets into the Account may result in Client
paying higher investment related expenses for such
assets than Client would otherwise pay were such assets
retained in a commission-based mutual fund or other type
of account such as direct investment with a mutual fund
company.
For eligible mutual funds that are held in the Account,
Client shall bear a proportionate share of the mutual funds’
expenses, including advisory fees paid to the mutual
funds’ advisers, as well as management and 12b-1 fees,
as set forth in the mutual funds’ prospectuses. Mutual fund
positions held in the Account may be more expensive than
if held in a non-fee based account. To the extent such
mutual funds permit exchanges among mutual funds,
Client may be subject to certain administrative charges
levied by the mutual funds’ distributors. Where permitted
by law, the Firm may receive a fee from open-end mutual
funds or their affiliates for record-keeping, sub-account
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and/or other shareholder services. The Firm or its
associated persons may receive compensation directly
from the mutual fund for transactions in the Account. Any
such payment will not affect the amount Client owes the
Firm under the terms of this Agreement.
All programs utilize the same liquidation fee schedule
upon Account termination. The Firm’s liquidation fee
schedule upon Account termination is described under
Item 4.1 above.
Advisory Household Value

Standard Fee

< $100,000

2.25%

$100,000 - $249,999

2.20%

$250,000 - $499,999

2.15%

$500,000 - $999,999

2.00%

$1,000,000 - $1,999,999

1.85%

$2,000,000 - $4,999,999

1.75%

$5,000,000 - $9,999,999

1.65%

$10,000,000 - $24,999,999

1.50%

$25,000,000+

1.45%

The minimum Annual Fee per client household is $100.
A.

Unified Managed Account Program

Eligible assets in the Account include (unless otherwise
restricted by Client in writing and accepted by the Firm):
cash and cash equivalents, insured deposit balances,
money markets, common stock, preferred stock,
rights/warrants on stock, closed-end mutual fund shares,
eligible open-end mutual fund shares, American
Depository Receipts (“ADRs”), exchange traded funds
(“ETFs”), foreign stock, fixed income securities, municipal
securities, publicly traded limited partnership shares, unit
investment trusts, option contracts, and structured
products.
The Firm will pay all fees of each Manager selected by the
Client. The fees to be paid each Manager will be
negotiated by the Firm and each Manager.
B.

Unified Managed Account Program Select

Eligible assets in the Account include (unless otherwise
restricted by Client in writing and accepted by the Firm):
cash and cash equivalents, insured deposit balances,
money markets, common stock, preferred stock,
rights/warrants on stock, closed-end mutual fund shares,
eligible open-end mutual fund shares, American
Depository Receipts (“ADRs”), exchange traded funds
(“ETFs”), foreign stock, fixed income securities, municipal
securities, publicly traded limited partnership shares, unit
investment trusts, option contracts, and structured
products.

The Firm will pay all fees of each Manager selected by the
Client. The fees to be paid each Manager will be
negotiated by the Firm and each Manager.
C. Professional Management Program
PMP accounts are charged an all inclusive “wrap fee” that
is both for investment advice and in lieu of commissions.
The standard fee schedule, which is negotiable, is based
on asset size and an assumed “active” equity portfolio.
This standard fee shall be effective if designated or if the
fee schedule is otherwise blank. Any change to the
annualized fee must be in writing and signed by the Client
and the Firm.
Whenever there are changes to the fee schedule, the
schedule or charges previously in effect shall continue
until the next quarterly billing cycle. Established fees may
not be increased without client approval.
D. CHOICE Portfolios
CHOICE accounts are charged an all inclusive "wrap fee"
that is both for investment advice and in lieu of
commissions. The standard fee schedule, which is
negotiable, is based on asset size and an assumed
"active" portfolio.
Whenever there are changes to the fee schedule, the
schedule or charges previously in effect shall continue
until the next quarterly billing cycle. Established fees may
not be increased without client consent.
E. S&S Advisor Account Program
The fee payable by the Client pursuant to the S&S Advisor
Agreement covers all investment advisory services
rendered by the Firm , and certain commissions, mark-ups
and other transactional charges applicable to securities
transactions effected for the Account with or through the
Firm , subject to the terms of the Fees described as
follows. The fee also covers custodial services and other
Account-related services provided by the Firm.
Client agrees to pay the Firm an Annual Fee, which is
negotiable, based upon the Annual Fee schedule and
terms. The Standard Annual Fee shall be effective if
designated or if the fee schedule is otherwise blank.
Any change to the Annual Fee must be in writing and
signed by Client and the Firm, except as described
elsewhere in the terms of the S&S Advisor Agreement.
The Annual Fee shall be paid in quarterly installments
(each, a “Quarterly Fee”) that shall be deducted in
advance by the Firm from Client’s Account. The Firm
reserves the right to increase the Annualized Fee in the
event that there is excessive turnover in Client’s Account
upon ten (10) days written notice to Client. The Quarterly
Fee may be more than the commissions that might
otherwise accrue under the Firm’s regular commission
rates. The Quarterly Fee will be based upon all assets in
the Account.
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Eligible assets in the account include (unless otherwise
restricted by Client in writing and accepted by the Firm):
cash & cash equivalents, free credit balances, money
markets, common stock, preferred stock, rights/warrants
on stock, closed-end mutual fund shares, eligible openend mutual fund shares, American Depository Receipts
(“ADRs”), exchange traded funds (“ETFs”), foreign stock,
fixed income securities, municipal securities, publicly
traded limited partnership shares, unit investment trusts,
option contracts, and structured products.
The initial Quarterly Fee shall be payable to the Firm
within five (5) days of the Firm accepting the Client’s S&S
Advisor Agreement based upon the value of the Account
on the date of acceptance for the partial calendar quarter
beginning on such date. Thereafter, the Quarterly Fee
shall be payable on the first business day of each
succeeding calendar quarter based upon the billable value
of the Account as reflected on the quarter month end
statement. Quarterly Fee payments will be adjusted for
deposits in excess of $5,000 made by Client to the
Account on a pro rata basis. The Client will be entitled to a
pro rata refund of any pre-paid quarterly fee based upon
the number of days remaining in the quarter after
termination.
No adjustment to the Annualized Fee shall be applicable
unless and until it is approved in writing by the Firm.
F. Spectrum Investment Program Brochure
Clients pay an annual fee as specified in the Annual Fee
schedule for services hereunder, including execution
services, custody, and quarterly reporting services with no
separate charge imposed by the Firm for brokerage
commissions on agency trades or markups or markdowns
on principal transactions. The Firm may participate in
selling concessions on underwritings which are purchased
for the Client's Account by the independent investment
adviser.
Thereafter, such quarterly fee for each succeeding
calendar quarter will be based upon the asset value of the
client’s account on the last day business day of the
preceding calendar quarter, as reflected by the custodian’s
quarterly statement of the client’s account. The Firm will
pay a portion of the fee payable by the client hereunder, to
client’s independent investment adviser. Assets deposited
in the account during any calendar quarter will be charged
a pro-rated fee based on comparison of the number of
days remaining in the calendar quarter to the total number
of days in the calendar quarter. No adjustment will be
made to the fee for account appreciation or depreciation in
the value of securities held during any calendar quarter for
which such fee is charged.
Whenever there are changes to the fee schedule, the
schedule of charges previously in effect shall continue
until thirty days after the Firm has notified the client in
writing of any change in the schedule of fees that will be
applicable to this account, at which time the new schedule
will become effective unless the client notifies the Firm
that the account is not to be continued under the revised
fee schedule.

We do not have or employ any “Employee” at all that
receives (directly or indirectly) any compensation from the
sale of securities or investments that are purchased or
sold for your Account or to which we provide consulting
expertise/services. As a result, we are a “fee only”
investment adviser. We do not have any potential conflicts
of interest present that relate to any additional (and undisclosed) compensation from you or your assets that we
manage.

The contract between the client and the Firm is separate
and distinct from the contract between the client and the
independent investment adviser. Upon termination of
client’s agreement with the independent investment
adviser, client’s agreement with the Firm will be
terminated.
3. Other Compensation
The Firm receives payments from mutual funds or their
affiliated service providers for providing certain
recordkeeping and related services to the funds. The Firm
processes some mutual fund business with fund families
on an omnibus basis, which means clients' trades are
consolidated into one daily trade with the fund. We receive
omnibus fee payments as compensation for the services
we provide when trading mutual funds on an omnibus
basis. We trade other fund families on a networked basis,
which means we submit a separate trade for each
individual client and may receive networking fee payments
for each client mutual fund position we hold with the fund.

Since the Wrap Fee paid by the client covers all
transaction-related costs, the client will not pay separate
commissions for purchases or sales of securities for the
client's account unless the client directs the Firm to
execute transactions in securities with another brokerdealer. Because all transaction related fees are paid for
out of the Wrap Fee, the Firm anticipates that it will fulfill
its duty to obtain best price and execution of client orders
by effecting those transactions itself as broker. If the Firm
effects a transaction for a client through another broker,
the net purchase or sale price reflected on client the
confirmations of such trades may reflect brokerage
commissions or dealer "mark-ups" or "mark-downs”
charged by the other broker.

The Firm may receive compensation or other benefits in
addition to the wrap fee it receives from clients and,
therefore, may have an incentive to engage in such
transactions. Further, the Firm will maintain records of all
securities purchased and sold by the Firm, its associated
persons, and related entities, which will be available for
client inspection upon reasonable request.
The Firm will not act as principal in a transaction for wrap
fee clients without providing disclosure that it is so acting
and obtaining prior client consent. The Firm also, with
appropriate disclosure and client consent, may effect
transactions for a wrap fee client in which it acts as broker
for both that client and the other party to the transaction
and earn a commission on the trade from that other party.
The Firm will do so only to the extent consistent with its
duty to obtain best execution for the wrap fee client and
with appropriate client consent. Wrap fee clients may
revoke consent to engage in such transactions at any
time.
Finally, because the Wrap Fee Program may cost clients
more or less than purchasing the included services
separately, the Firm may have a financial incentive to
recommend participation in the Wrap Fee Program.
Outside the Wrap Fee Program, the Firm provides a
variety of services to its clients as a broker-dealer, for
which it is compensated. The Firm usually acts as broker
in transactions for clients. The Firm may act in a riskless
principal capacity for certain fixed income securities and
mutual funds that impose sales loads. All transactions,
whether the Firm acts as broker or as riskless principal,
are effected at the prevailing market price consistent with
the Firm’s duty to obtain best execution. The Firm is
compensated in such transactions in the form of
commissions on trades. In connection with clients
investing in mutual funds, the Firm may be paid
compensation as described in the funds’ prospectuses.
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In the Spectrum Program, compensation to the
independent investment adviser will vary and is billed
based on the independent investment adviser selected by
the Client. Compensation arrangements will also be
disclosed in the independent investment adviser’s
disclosure brochure and/or the Firm’s disclosure brochure.
Fees, payments and refund policies will vary depending
upon the independent investment adviser’s fee schedule
and terms. The Firm will determine that any independent
investment adviser, with which the Firm contracts, is
properly registered in those states where investment
advice or securities are provided to residents of that state.

Item 5 – Account Requirement and Types of Clients
Each Wrap Fee Program has a specified minimum account size
which is discussed in each product section below.
The Firm reserves the right to notify the Account of a minimum fee
to be charged should the account fall below the minimum account
value. The Firm may terminate any Account that has fallen below
the minimum account value shown above as required to remain in
the Program. Should the Account not receive a deposit for at least
the amount of the deficiency shown within thirty (30) days of the
date that the notification was mailed, the Account shall be removed
from the Program and become a non-discretionary commissionbased investment Account at the Firm.
We generally provide our services to the following types of Clients:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals, including high net worth individuals
Trusts, estates and charitable organizations
Corporations or other business entities
Taft-Hartley plans, governmental plans, municipalities
Not-for-profit entities
Private equity firms (Consulting only)

A.

Unified Managed Account Program

Under the UMAP Program the minimum account size is
$10,000 (minimums may be higher according to each specific
Manager/Portfolio).
B.

Unified Managed Account Program Select

Under the UMAP Select Program the minimum account size is
$10,000 (minimums may be higher according to each specific
Manager/Portfolio).
C. Professional Management Program
A minimum initial account value of $25,000 is required for PMP
accounts. Under certain circumstances this minimum may be
waived by the Firm.
D. CHOICE Portfolios
Under the CHOICE Wrap Fee Program, a minimum initial
account value of $100,000 is required for the Equity Income
Portfolio, Leaders Portfolio, SMID Portfolio, Insight Portfolio
and Special Opportunities Portfolio accounts, and $250,000 for
the Enhanced Equity Portfolio accounts.
E. S&S Advisor Account Program
The minimum account size we generally require to open or
maintain an S&S Advisor account is $25,000.
F. Spectrum Investment Program
Under Spectrum the minimum account size is $100,000.
Minimums may vary according to each specific independent
investment adviser /Portfolio. We ask that you refer to the
Program’s prospectus for more information.

Item 6 – Portfolio Manager Selection and Evaluation
A.

Unified Managed Account Program

The Firm has contracted FDX Advisors to provide
comprehensive analysis of an approved list of “Alpha
Providers”
whose
investment
recommendations
are
implemented by the Firm. Initial and ongoing reviews of the
Alpha Providers is conducted by FDX Advisors Research
Committee. FDX employs both a qualitative review and
quantitative review of each Alpha Provider firm. FDX requires
performance information to be provided in a format which is
GIPS compliant. Exceptions to this compliance requirement
may apply if the Alpha Provider has demonstrated a strong
investment management background. The review may include
comparisons to investment advisors with similar investment
styles. In some cases, an on-site visitation is conducted with
the Alpha Provider. Alpha Providers that successfully complete
this process are placed on FDX’s Approved List and are then
available for use in Clients’ investment portfolios by the
Overlay Manager. Credentials and select data of Alpha
Providers are reviewed each quarter to determine if
expectations have been met on a relative basis to remain
eligible for inclusion in the UMAP. If general expectations have
not been met, a more comprehensive review may be
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conducted, after which replacement of the Alpha Provider may
occur. Additionally, the Firm may utilize a portfolio manager
that is not on FDX’s Approved List but rather FDX’s Access list.
FDX Advisors will contract with Access managers to provide
their list of security recommendations and will gather
quantitative information from these managers on a quarterly
basis in order to complete manager profiles. The Firm will
maintain qualitative manager research files on the Access
managers gathering information on the firm, its’ history, assets
under management, organizational structure, ownership,
regulatory situation, and resources.
In selecting the appropriate investments for a particular Client’s
UMAP account, the Financial Advisor to the client will
determine the combination of portfolio managers (Alpha or
Access), funds, ETFs, and other available security types, for a
particular client based upon the Client’s investment objectives,
financial situation, risk tolerance and other investment
guidelines.
Performance is calculated by the portfolio managers and they
typically utilize Global Investment Performance Standards
(GIPS) as developed by the CFA Institute.
The Firm reviews the performance of subaccounts and
accounts invested with portfolio managers versus the stated
performance of the portfolio managers composite. This review
is conducted to ensure consistency with the manager’s track
record. Additionally, the majority of managers do engage a
third party to audit their performance track record to ensure
that it is in keeping with the GIPS standards. The most
common auditor of the track records is Ashland Partners.
Neither the Firm nor any related entity or person acts as
portfolio manager for UMAP.
B.

Unified Managed Account Program Select

The Firm has contracted FDX Advisors to provide
comprehensive analysis of an approved list of “Alpha
Providers”
whose
investment
recommendations
are
implemented by the Firm. Initial and ongoing reviews of the
Alpha Providers is conducted by FDX Advisors Research
Committee. FDX employs both a qualitative review and
quantitative review of each Alpha Provider firm. FDX requires
performance information to be provided in a format which is
GIPS compliant. Exceptions to this compliance requirement
may apply if the Alpha Provider has demonstrated a strong
investment management background. The review may include
comparisons to investment advisors with similar investment
styles. In some cases, an on-site visitation is conducted with
the Alpha Provider. Alpha Providers that successfully complete
this process are placed on FDX’s Approved List and are then
available for use in Clients’ investment portfolios by the
Overlay Manager. Credentials and select data of Alpha
Providers are reviewed each quarter to determine if
expectations have been met on a relative basis to remain
eligible for inclusion in the UMAP Select. If general
expectations have not been met, a more comprehensive
review may be conducted, after which replacement of the
Alpha Provider may occur. Additionally, the Firm may utilize a
portfolio manager that is not on FDX’s Approved List but rather
FDX’s Access list. FDX Advisors will contract with Access
managers to provide their list of security recommendations and
will gather quantitative information from these managers on a

quarterly basis in order to complete manager profiles. The Firm
will maintain qualitative manager research files on the Access
managers gathering information on the firm, its’ history, assets
under management, organizational structure, ownership,
regulatory situation, and resources.
In selecting the appropriate investments for a particular Client’s
UMAP Select account, the Financial Advisor to the client will
determine the combination of portfolio managers (Alpha or
Access), funds, ETFs, and other available security types, for a
particular client based upon the Client’s investment objectives,
financial situation, risk tolerance and other investment
guidelines.
Performance is calculated by the portfolio managers and they
typically utilize Global Investment Performance Standards
(GIPS) as developed by the CFA Institute.
The Firm reviews the performance of subaccounts and
accounts invested with portfolio managers versus the stated
performance of the portfolio managers composite. This review
is conducted to ensure consistency with the manager’s track
record. Additionally, the majority of managers do engage a
third party to audit their performance track record to ensure
that it is in keeping with the GIPS standards. The most
common auditor of the track records is Ashland Partners.
Neither the Firm nor any related entity or person acts as
portfolio manager for UMAP Select.
C. Professional Management Program
Portfolios Conflicts of Interest

and

CHOICE

As a general matter, the Firm considers it appropriate to use its
own execution services for the purchase and sale of securities
involved in these programs.
Under PMP and CHOICE, the Firm effects securities
transactions as agent or, where permitted by law, as principal
for clients but receives no additional brokerage execution
compensation for the account. Clients authorize the Firm to
effect brokerage transactions, including on a national
exchange, as permitted by current provisions of Section 11(a)
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the
rules promulgated thereunder. There may be instances when
the Firm or an affiliate or the Manager will have an opportunity
to act as agent for both buyer and seller in a securities
transaction. This is called an “agency cross transaction.”
Because the Firm or Manager would receive compensation
from each party to such an agency cross transaction, there is a
potential conflict of interest.
Special Note: PMP investment managers also are authorized
to purchase for their own accounts securities that are
purchased for clients subject to the Firm’s Code of Ethics.
It is the Firm’s practice, when feasible, to aggregate for
execution as a single transaction orders for the purchase or
sale of a particular security for the accounts of PMP and
CHIOCE (including employee, the Firm or the Firm’s affiliates’
PMP and CHOICE accounts), in order to seek a lower
commission or more advantageous net price. The benefit, if
any, obtained as a result of such aggregation generally is
allocated pro rata among the accounts of CHOICE and PMP.
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Advisory Business
For a full description of the Advisory Services offered by the
Firm, please see Item 4B of the Firm’s 2A Disclosure Brochure.
Performance-Based Fees and Side-by-Side Management
We do not charge advisory fees based on the capital
appreciation of the funds or securities in a client account (socalled performance-based fees).
Our advisory fee
compensation for each of our Programs is disclosed in Item 5
of the Firm’s 2A Disclosure Brochure.
Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of
Loss
For a description of the methods of analysis and investment
strategies of each of our Programs, see Item 4B of the Firm’s
2A Disclosure Brochure. These methods vary widely across
the Firm, and PMP and CHOICE Managers. Security analysis
methods include charting, fundamental, technical and cyclical
analysis. Investment strategies used to implement advice given
to clients may include long term purchases (securities held at
least a year), short term purchases (securities sold within a
year), trading (securities sold within 30 days), short sales,
margin transactions and approved option writing.
Risk of Loss
All investments in securities include a risk of loss of your
principal (invested amount) and any profits that have not been
realized. As you know, stock markets and bond markets
fluctuate substantially over time. In addition, as recent global
and domestic economic events have indicated, performance of
any investment is not guaranteed. As a result, there is a risk of
loss of the assets we manage that may be out of our control.
We will do our very best in the management of your assets;
however, we cannot guarantee any level of performance or
that you will not experience a loss of your account assets.
Below are items specific to the Professional Management
Program and CHOICE Portfolios respectively.
Professional Management Program
The Firm serves as a portfolio manager for PMP. Through
PMP qualifying financial advisors provide investment advisory
services to client accounts on a discretionary basis. Before a
financial advisor can enter the program he/she must complete
a comprehensive application which is used by the Firm to
formally review the financial advisor’s qualifications. Financial
advisors in the program develop disciplined portfolios based on
certain established PMP guidelines, the client’s investment
objectives, and individual client needs as provided by the
Client to the Firm.
Voting Client Securities
As a shareholder in the securities in which client’s PMP
account are invested, Client will receive shareholder
communications, including proxy materials, from the individual

companies, their service providers or the Firm. The Firm will
not advise client on the voting of proxies or advise client in
legal proceedings involving companies.

portfolio manager. Where a portfolio manager is acting in the
capacity of a sub advisor to a client and investing the account
directly, basic client information is provided to the manager in
order to properly manage the client account on an ongoing
basis.

CHOICE Portfolios

B.

Employees of Sterling Capital Management LLC, a subsidiary
of BB&T Corporation, act as Portfolio Managers for the
CHOICE Wrap Fee Program. The Firm will assess the Client’s
suitability to invest in one or more of the portfolios created and
managed by Sterling and assist the client with allocation of the
Client’s account between one or more of the Sterling portfolios.

Where a portfolio manager acts in the capacity of Alpha
Provider
and
solely
communicates
its
investment
recommendations to be executed by the Firm in the capacity of
Overlay Manager, no client information is provided to the
portfolio manager. Where a portfolio manager is acting in the
capacity of a sub advisor to a client and investing the account
directly, basic client information is provided to the manager in
order to properly manage the client account on an ongoing
basis.

On an ongoing basis, the Firm will monitor the Client’s
allocation between the Sterling portfolios to ensure that the
allocations remain consistent with the Client’s stated
investment objectives. In addition, the Firm will periodically
review the performance of the Sterling portfolios and ensure
that the investments made in the portfolios are consistent with
the descriptions of the portfolio strategies that were provided to
Clients.

C.

For CHOICE accounts you may obtain a copy of the Firm’s
Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures, which may be updated
from time to time, upon request by contacting the Firm’s Main
Office at 804-643-1811.

D.

S&S Advisor Account Program

E.

F.

This is the Firm’s dual contract separately managed account
program whereby the client enters into a separate investment
management agreement direct with an independent investment
advisor of their choice. The chosen money manager will have
discretion over the selection of securities in the accounts.

Item 8 – Client Contact with Portfolio Manager

Unified Managed Account Program

Where a portfolio manager acts in the capacity of Alpha
Provider
and
solely
communicates
its
investment
recommendations to be executed by the Firm in the capacity of
Overlay Manager, no client information is provided to the
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Spectrum Investment Program

Independent investment advisers have access to all client data
provided to them by the client as a result of the direct contract
entered into by the client with the independent investment
adviser. In addition, the Firm will provide the independent
investment adviser with basic client information in order to
properly manage the client account on an ongoing basis.

Item 7 – Client Information Provided to Portfolio
Manager
A.

S&S Advisor Account Program

The S&S Advisor account is a non-discretionary advisory
account and neither the Firm nor the Firm’s Financial Advisor
acts as the portfolio manager for S&S Advisor. The Firm has
access to all client information provided to them by client so it
and the financial advisors may properly advise the client
regarding the account on an on-going basis.

Spectrum Investment Program

The Firm conducts on-going evaluations of each investment
manager’s performance relative to the client’s investment
objectives. The Firm also conducts basic due diligence on
each investment manager in the Spectrum program

CHOICE Portfolios

As previously stated, employees of Sterling Capital
Management LLC, a subsidiary of BB&T Corporation, act as
Portfolio Managers for the CHOICE Programs.
Client information is provided to the Portfolio Managers so that
they may properly manage the client account on an ongoing
basis.

Neither the Firm nor any related entity or person acts as a
portfolio manager for S&S Advisor. Based on the Client’s
investment needs and objectives, the financial advisor consults
with the Client in determining an investment strategy
compatible to their objectives and needs and investments most
compatible with the investment strategy chosen by the Client.
Clients are solely responsible for all investment decisions
made in the S&S Advisor account.
E.

Professional Management Program

As portfolio manager, the Firm has access to all client
information provided to them by client so it and the Program’s
qualifying PMP Financial Advisors may properly manage the
client account on an on-going basis.

Voting Client Securities

D.

Unified Managed Account Program Select
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A.

Unified Managed Account Program and Unified
Managed Account Program Select

Clients have access to a portfolio manager through various
means acceptable to both parties either in-person, by
conference call or email. Access to the portfolio manager may
be coordinated through the Client’s financial advisor. In some
cases, geographic differences may dictate that an in-person
meeting is not feasible and that other means must suffice.

B.

Professional Management Program; S&S Advisor
Account Program; Spectrum Investment Program

Clients have access to a Financial Advisor, or an independent
investment adviser through various means acceptable to both
parties either in-person, by conference call or email.
C.

CHOICE Portfolios

Clients may have access to a Portfolio Manager through
various means acceptable to both parties either in-person, by
conference call or email. Access to the Portfolio Manager for
the CHOICE Wrap Fee Program may be coordinated through
the Client’s financial advisor. In some cases, geographic
differences may dictate that an in-person meeting is not
feasible and that other means must suffice.

Item 9 – Disciplinary Information
As a registered broker-dealer and investment advisor, we from time
to time are subject to disciplinary actions from our regulators. Such
disciplinary actions have historically been and are currently
disclosed on our Forms BD and ADV Part 1. We disclose the
following disciplinary events which occurred within the last ten (10)
years which we believe may be material to you when evaluating us
to initiate or continue a Client/Adviser relationship with us.
On January 6, 2010, the Commonwealth of Virginia, State
Corporation Commission, initiated a regulatory action against S&S
(Docket/Case Number #SEC-2009-00112).
The Virginia State
Corporation Commission’s Division of Securities and Retail
Franchising alleged that S&S violated Commission Rules 21 VAC
5-20-260A and B, and 21 VAC 5-20-580A3 and A18 in connection
with the marketing and sale of auction rate securities to Virginia
residents. Prior to entering into this settlement with the Virginia
State Corporation Commission, S&S offered to purchase, at par,
auction rate securities (“ARS”) from certain eligible customers
(“Offer”). As part of the settlement, S&S undertook to: abide by the
terms and conditions of its Offer; make up the difference paid to
any eligible customers who sold ARS below par; reimburse eligible
customers for expenses on ARS secured loans; and participate in
FINRA’s ARS Arbitration Program. Although S&S believed that it
had meritorious defenses to the allegations, to avoid the uncertainty
and expense of litigation, and without admitting or denying the
allegations, S&S settled the matter. The Order was entered by the
Virginia State Corporation Commission on January 6, 2010. On
August 1, 2013, the Firm received a follow-up letter from the
Division requesting additional reporting regarding matters that were
covered in the January 6, 2010 settlement. On August 23, 2013,
the Firm agreed to the Division’s request for additional reporting.
On May 27, 2010, the Commonwealth of Virginia, State Corporate
Commission (the “Commission”), initiated a regulatory action
against S&S (Docket/Case Number #SEC-2010-00091).
The
Commission alleged that S&S violated Securities Rule 21 VAC 520-260 B for inadequate supervision in connection with a former
registered representative’s recommendation and sale of allegedly
unsuitable securities to a customer. Without admitting or denying
the allegations, and to avoid the cost and uncertainty of continued
investigation by the Commission, S&S agreed to the entry of a
settlement order, fully and finally resolving the matter with the
Commission. The settlement order levied a fine of $20,000 against
S&S. S&S was also charged an additional $5,000 in investigative
charges. The settlement order was executed by the Commission
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on January 6, 2011. The $20,000 fine and $5,000 investigative
charges were paid on December 31, 2010 and no portion of either
was waived. A $10,000 rescission offer to the customer was made
on January 10, 2011. The registered representative who was the
subject of the investigation is no longer employed by S&S.
On June 19, 2012, FINRA accepted a Letter of Acceptance, Waiver
and Consent (“AWC”) from Scott & Stringfellow, LLC (”S&S”) (Case
Number 20090195365). The allegations are as follows: During the
period from January 2008 through June 2009 (the “Relevant
Period”), S&S failed to establish and maintain a supervisory
system, including written procedures, reasonably designed to
achieve compliance with applicable NASD and/or FINRA rules in
connection with the sale of leveraged, inverse, and inverseleveraged Exchange-Traded Funds (“Non-Traditional ETFs’’). NonTraditional ETFs have certain risks that are not found in traditional
ETFs, such as the risks associated with a daily reset, leverage and
compounding. The performance of Non-Traditional ETFs over
longer periods of time can differ significantly from the performance
of their underlying index or benchmark, especially in volatile
markets. Nonetheless, S&S supervised Non-Traditional ETFs the
same way it supervised traditional ETFs. Thus, S&S failed to
establish a reasonable supervisory system and written procedures
to monitor the sale of Non-Traditional ETFs. S&S also failed to
establish adequate formal training regarding Non-Traditional ETFs
during the Relevant Period. In addition, certain S&S registered
representatives did not have an adequate understanding of NonTraditional ETFs before recommending these products to retail
brokerage customers. Certain S&S registered representatives also
made unsuitable recommendations of Non-Traditional ETFs to
certain customers with the primary investment objectives of income
or capital preservation. S&S consented, without admitting or
denying the findings, to the imposition of the following sanctions in
the AWC, namely a censure and a fine in the amount of $350,000.
S&S paid the fine on June 27, 2012
On December 13, 2013, FINRA accepted a Letter of Acceptance,
Waiver, and Consent (“AWC”) from the Firm (Case Number
#2012033723601). The allegations are as follows: During the
period September 1, 2011 to December 28, 2011, the Firm effected
sales of unregistered securities and that the Firm’s AML programs
failed to adequately address potential suspicious activity related to
the unregistered securities. In addition, during the period August
23, 2010 to February 24, 2012, the Firm failed to maintain sufficient
records of research analysts’ public appearances, and that the Firm
between 2002 and 2011 failed to consistently send change of
address notices to clients. The Firm consented, without admitting
or denying the findings, to the issuance of an AWC, a censure and
a fine in the amount of $300,000.
On August 25, 2016, without admitting or denying the findings, the
Firm consented to the entry of an Order (File No. 3-17502) by the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”)
Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings, and
Imposing a Cease-and-Desist Order (the “Order”).
The Order
states that from December 2, 2011 to October 1, 2013, in reliance
on F-Squared Investments, Inc.’s (“F-Squared”) false statements,
BB&T Securities’ AlphaSector advertisements falsely stated that FSquared had assets invested in the AlphaSector strategy from April
2001 to September 2008, and that the track record for these
investments had significantly outperformed the S&P 500 Index
during this period.
The Order also states that the Firm took
insufficient steps to confirm the accuracy of F- Squared’s
AlphaSector performance data for this period and failed to obtain
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sufficient documentation to substantiate F-Squared’s advertised
performance, resulting in the Firm violating Sections 206(4) and
204(a) of the Advisers Act and Rules 206(4)-1(a)(5) and 2042(a)(16) thereunder. The Order requires the Firm to cease and
desist from committing or causing any violations of the abovereferenced provisions and to pay a $200,000 penalty to the SEC.

Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
The Firm is a registered broker-dealer.
BB&T Investment Services, Inc., a FINRA member broker-dealer
and an SEC registered investment adviser, is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Branch Banking & Trust Company, a North Carolina
Chartered Bank. Branch Banking & Trust Company is owned by
BB&T Corporation, a bank holding company, the 100% owner of
the Firm.,
BB&T Institutional Investment Advisers Inc., an SEC registered
investment adviser, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Branch Banking
and Trust Company, a North Carolina Chartered Bank. Branch
Banking & Trust Company is owned by BB&T Corporation, a bank
holding company, the 100% owner of the Firm.
Sterling Capital Management, LLC is an SEC registered investment
adviser which is owned by BB&T Corporation, the 100% owner of
the Firm.
BB&T Insurance Services, Inc. is a subsidiary of BB&T Holdings,
Inc. which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Branch Banking and
Trust Company. P. J. Robb Variable Corporation, a FINRA
member broker-dealer, is owned by Crump Life Insurance Services,
Inc., a subsidiary of Branch Banking and Trust Company. Branch
Banking & Trust Company, a North Carolina Chartered Bank, is
owned by BB&T Corporation, a bank holding company, the 100%
owner of the Firm.
The Firm’s affiliated advisers (BB&T Investment Services, Inc.,
Sterling Capital Management LLC and BB&T Institutional
Investment Advisers, Inc.) may manage limited partnerships or
other private funds. A complete list of partnerships managed by
these companies can be obtained by viewing each respective
adviser’s ADV Part I, Schedule D, Section 7.B. The Firm’s
customers are not solicited to invest in any of the affiliated
companies' limited partnerships.
Code of Ethics
We have adopted an Investment Advisory Code of Ethics based on
the principle that all Investment Advisory Representatives have a
fiduciary duty to place the interest of clients ahead of their own.
This Code of Ethics is designed to (i) ensure we meet our fiduciary
obligations to you, our Client, and (ii) foster and maintain a Culture
of Compliance within our Firm. On an annual basis, all Investment
Advisory Representatives are required to certify in writing that they
are aware and will abide by the principles of the Code. We also
supplement the Code with annual training and on-going monitoring
of investment advisory activity.
Our Code includes the following:
•
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Requirements related to the confidentiality of our
Client;

•
•

•

Policies relating to conflicts of interest;
Prohibitions on:
o Insider trading;
o Use of proprietary information, and
o Rumor mongering;
Policies relating to employee and Firm transactions;

Our Code does not prohibit personal trading by employees or
proprietary trading by our Firm. As you may imagine, as a
professional investment adviser, we follow our own advice. As a
result, we or our employees may purchase or sell the same or
similar securities (or securities that are suitable for a Firm or
employee or related account but not suitable for any client,
including you) at the same time that we place transactions for your
account and the accounts of our other Clients.
On an annual basis, we require all Investment Advisory
Representatives to re-certify to our Code. Individuals who are
designated as “Access Persons” are required to make quarterly
reports to Compliance of all securities transactions made in their
st
covered accounts. By January 31 of each year Access Persons
must also file an Annual Holdings Report.
You may request a complete copy of our Code by contacting us at
the address or telephone number on the cover page of this
Brochure; attn.: Chief Compliance Officer.
Client Referrals and Other Compensation
Non-employee third-party consultants who are directly responsible
for bringing a client to the Firm, such as accountants, may receive
compensation from the Firm. Such agreements will comply with the
requirements set out in Rule 206(4)-3 of the Investment Advisers
Act of 1940, as amended, including the requirement that the
relationship between the solicitor and the investment advisor, or the
firm be disclosed to the client at the time of the solicitation or
referral. Referral fees are a percentage of the annual management
fees earned by the Firm on referred accounts and represent no
additional expenses to such accounts. The Client will be requested
to acknowledge this arrangement prior to acceptance of the Clients'
funds.
In certain cases, applicable state laws may require these third-party
consultants to become either licensed as representatives of the
Firm or as independent investment advisors.
Financial Information
The Firm does not charge or solicit pre-payment of fees by clients
six months or more in advance. It will bill fees in advance each
quarter. The Firm is not aware of any financial conditions or events
which are reasonably likely to impair its ability to meet its
contractual commitments to its clients.
Review of Accounts
The Firm provides all Wrap Fee Program clients with periodic
reports of relevant activity. Each Program account receives: (1)
confirmation of each transaction in securities (except money market
mutual fund transactions); (2) monthly statements of account; and
(3) annual summary of transactions and dividend and interest
statements. With the exception of S&S Advisor accounts, at
account inception clients may elect not to receive a confirmation for
each securities transaction, which election many be rescinded at
any time.
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The Firm’s Supervision and Oversight (“O&S”) unit is responsible
for the review of advisory accounts. Each month O&S will review a
selected sample of advisory accounts which review includes, but is
not limited to, suitability, trading volume, cash balance and overall
performance.

responsible for monitoring the activity in their clients’ fee-based
accounts to ensure the respective advisory program is
appropriate. The Financial Advisor for the account will meet
with the client no less than annually to determine if the client’s
financial status has changed.
E.

A.

The Account is a non-discretionary advisory account. Based on
the client’s investment needs and objectives, the Firm’s
Financial Advisor consults with the client in determining an
investment strategy compatible to their objectives and needs
and investments most compatible with the investment strategy
chosen by the client. The Firm and its advisors are responsible
for the monitoring of the activity in their clients’ fee-based
accounts to ensure the respective advisory program is
appropriate.. On a quarterly basis, the Client’s Financial
Advisor will review the account’s performance and adherence
to the Client’s investment strategy using the reports provided
by the Firm. The advisor will meet with Clients on at least an
annual basis.

For the UMAP, the client’s investment objective and strategy
are reviewed for consistency with UMAP guidelines when each
account is opened. On a regular basis, the Firm reviews the
portfolio to ensure that the current allocation is within an
acceptable range of the target allocation guidelines. The Firm
will rebalance the portfolio if the current allocation deviates
outside of the acceptable range of the target allocation. Not all
billable assets are included with the rebalancing service.The
Financial Advisor for the account will meet with the client no
less than annually to determine if the client’s financial status
has changed which would result in changes to the client’s
portfolio or investment objectives, risk tolerance and time
horizon. The client may at any time place restrictions on his/her
account and may change investment objectives, risk tolerance
and time horizon.
B.

F.

Unified Managed Account Program Select

Clients have available a quarterly analysis of the portfolio from
the Firm, and in some cases, the independent investment
adviser as well. The quarterly analysis provides the following
for each security in the portfolio: details of investment earnings,
performance tracking (for the quarter and since inception), and
returns compared to appropriate benchmarks. Additional
reports to clients provided by the Firm include account
statements (itemizing all cash and securities transactions,
dividends and interest received, all deposits and withdrawals of
principal and income during the preceding calendar month),
and statements of securities in custody listing securities held in
the account.

Professional Management Program

For the PMP account, a Firm wrap fee program, the client’s
investment objective and strategy are reviewed for consistency
with PMP guidelines when each PMP account is opened.
The Firm and its advisors are responsible for monitoring of the
activity in their clients’ fee-based accounts to ensure the
respective advisory program is appropriate.. On a quarterly
basis, the PMP advisor will review the account’s performance
and adherence to the Client’s investment strategy using the
reports provided by the Firm. The PMP advisor will meet with
Clients on at least an annual basis.
D.

CHOICE Portfolios

For the CHOICE Wrap Fee Program, the client’s investment
objective and strategy are reviewed for approval and
consistency with CHOICE guidelines for each particular
portfolio when each CHOICE account is opened. The Firm is
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Spectrum Investment Program

For Spectrum, the Firm assists clients of other brokers in the
selection of independent investment advisers that are suitable
for the client’s investment objectives. The Firm does not have
discretionary authority over the assets in these accounts, and
does not supervise such accounts on a daily basis. On a
quarterly basis, the investment broker reviews the independent
investment adviser's performance using the reports provided
by the Firm and the independent investment adviser. At each
quarterly review, the independent investment adviser’s
performance and adherence to the client’s investment strategy
are measured against objective criteria.

For the UMAP Select, the client’s investment objective and
strategy are reviewed for consistency with UMAP Select
guidelines when each account is opened. On a regular basis,
the Firm reviews the portfolio to ensure that the current
allocation is within an acceptable range of the target allocation
guidelines. The Firm will rebalance the portfolio if the current
allocation deviates outside of the acceptable range of the
target allocation. Not all billable assets are included with the
rebalancing service. The Financial Advisor for the account will
meet with the client no less than annually to determine if the
client’s financial status has changed which would result in
changes to the client’s portfolio or investment objectives, risk
tolerance and time horizon. The client may at any time place
restrictions on his/her account and may change investment
objectives, risk tolerance and time horizon.

C.

S&S Advisor Account Program

Unified Managed Account Program

In addition, the Firm report also compares the independent
investment adviser’s performance to selected industry indexes
over the same time period. The Firm’s Financial Advisor
typically meets with the client on a quarterly basis to review
these results.

Item 10 – Requirements for State‐Registered
Advisers
N/A
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